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PART I 
GENERAL 
1 . urron 
T lrt 1 
l ( _,l , 
°b:lv- i,ncn:; ionl'll fl()'./ h 1.1::: b C:!'l ~· ,·•p• ) erl t 11 hi.. ~h rl crot' of Canph t UC'~ 
( f 7 I rt:J • 4 , ~ 
! 1 the pr·sen thuory the o::rn.i l11 tlnc air il o finit :;qAIJ 
lnc vc'rtlcc:; s.n•'l 1:hc t.hl""' ' dimcn ... ·J,nal c.111.roctcr of tlw vclod t J> ''i ~ld, 
on the n.e1·c·lymr:iic forcos. ",1 . ml forir1• .< l . nr<> cscubl" .,• .d for Ju, ift 
and mcr.~cri n an o11irti airfoi l ocicillatinL~ in hoth tro.nnl tion nnd rot;n-
ti on nnd the nwne ri ca. l rcsul t i.> a.re prc""£mt0d in a.hul r o.ud cre.nhica.l for"'ll.. 
~'lhile the methods de ve loped here are not re3tri c t ed to this case they .o.r . 
beli0ved to O.P!!lY best to elliptic Vlinr.;s . The e.e:rod:y1-rumiic lift and mo·~ 
ment on ti1e airfoil are evaluated for both tr slatory os cille.tiono a..11d 
rotary oscill11tions about the major e.xis DD' of the e lli p~e . ~:um.ericul 
ret~ults are l)I" scnted fo r as~e c"l:; ratios ra.ncini:; fro'.1 one to i n f:i. nit "· 
The method i s i)as~d on the linearized thin airfoil hBory ~-.s 
develo:)ed orig~_w:i.lly by Glane :rt and i\1unlc for the t ;·;o dimcndon 1 !Jr oble:'ll 
and corrected fo r three dimc-ns:i. on!'_l e.sne .:; t ratio effects 'by introducing 
the dcr:mwash induced by an a.Dpropria:te d.istdbution of free o.m::. 'oomld v-or-
ticity. Thi"' vorticit-y distribution i s not lmo-•m exactly ,u. i t is pos s il1lE• 
to a~;sune from the sta:rl an approximate pattern f or t :1e r.inke vorti c ity. 
Another 2j1n.~l:i.f :icati cn is :i:n.troduccd b~r co.n.putil t; the i:i.e !"odyna!.ic 
lift and moment per unit s ,a.'1 onl~i at t he mid spm1 EF . It 3.s t hen assu:ned 
that the tot&l f'o:rce on t r e wine c·ri 11 be fm.m.d by inte(;ratin. al on<.; t!1E; 
s p r:i. usi ng nt e\re·r;/ Recti on the san1c e~~-oression S. s f ound for th~ mi d Jpu.n. 
I·t; is seen that for a 0tationary vrini:; with elli ;:.-tic ?lan fo :rrr. this mf•th• ,. 
':.ri ll lead to the elli ·9tic distribution a.lonrthe s pan. The su.'!lo method must 
a l so ~:ive approxi"'.Ut'to ly thE.: tct:al lift and mane .t for a -.·ring n hich is n ot 
of e llipi::;ic plan fo rm. 
:i'Tctwithstandin[; thGse s implificat i ons the nroble.:n a.2 such. 1-.-oulci. 
l ead to una.lyticn.1 difficult i es i n the evc.lua t.i.on of' ·'.;:':rn ve..ri J:..lS ini';q;rc.l .:: 
~-rhich occur durinr:; the develo~ent of the theOI"J-' • 'Phese dif.'' icul-Cics arc 
avoi ded by the use of simple a pproximations for t:-ic dcrm-r:rn.nh distribut ion 
; . rt J: 
induced b;y th. vorticity. In this ·;;u.y the intc~runds a r e replr~c d by 
n.pproxi.7fate fu.nctio:is P.ncl thf' inte~re.ls e..re 00.:;i ly evuluo.ted ~nalytic'l.lly. 
/-.s nointed ou ntove it i s suffi c ient to evaluate t he lift ?.:.'1d 
. anent l_)()T unit s:ian a:c thr:· Hlid-spa.n. Thi s j_s uiven by tlte formula, 6 
of Part I pag 11 . These expressions contain tvro co.nph'x quantitie s 
·,-;-J-~ich are chare.ctci-istic f:;.nctions of the aspect rr.ttio JR and the 1 re-
duced ~.rc locity·" if 
we 
( 7J vel ocity of e.ir strco:n., c ma.xLn.tH chord, 
W ancula r frequency of the os ci l la. ti ons ) • These fun cti o:r1s c. re denoted by 
These ccmplex funct ions are nlotted :\.n figure 3 as Vectors in th c nple:x. 
pl nc v.ri th Jl and /R as variables . The real and. iml'l.r,inaq ·:iarts e.re 
WC 
t a'bulated in tables l to 4 and plotted in fig;ures .;'. to 11 a::; f1mctions of 
for the aspect ru.t ios , 
IR= I ' it }!,. '5' 4, 5 . 6 8 , 10 I .i , = 
Plots against /R. arc alco given in figure 12 to 15. The fun ctions ~ and 
?) sumria.ri ze carroleteJy the effect of the shed and tra.ilin --· vcrtice.3 en y~ -
the aerodynamic forces. For the v.ring of infinite aspect ratio the functions 
beccme "?:: Q::::- C v.rhere C is the function introduced by ·Theodorsen (reference 
IR ~ 
4 ). 
:::'a. rt I 
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3 Introduction 
The theory of t he non :; t~d; ' ona.ry airfoil has been the object 
of many investige.ti nns since t he orieinal work of VJ. Lirba'l.lll, H . .. ,. t;ner , 
and H. Glaue rt. (ref. 8, 9, 10 ). The canplete theory of t"he oscil la ting 
airfoil w:l.th a control surfa ce 'M:>, s developed simultaneously by H. G. 
Kussner and T. Theod.orsen. (ref. •l, 7) for an airfoil of infinite e.spect 
r t i , The flow nround the vrir1r; ic two d i mens ional and the airfoil-flap 
system ha.s ·chree degrees of freedan., namely n.rbitrary tra.ns lc..tion and ro-
ta.tion and an e.rbi t ro.ry o:::cillation of the flA.!J ahout the hin~c. Consider-
inc that ea.ch degree of freed an is e;i ';en e.n e.rbi trary osci lle.tory motion of 
a.ni:;1lla.:r frequency w the problem. i ~ to find the lift and manent of the 
aerodyna..11ic force s on the ·:riinc and the hin: ~e man.cnt on the flap . The 
essential difference of' this cn.se ·with a stationary airfoil is due t o the 
existence of "shed vorticity" in the v1ake. The existence of vorticity in 
th0 wake for -bno dimension 1 flow is a consequence of the f act that for 
an oscillating airfoi 1 the total circmila.tion a "bout the wing i s variable. 
Vorticity must therefore 'o . shed j :•. th' wake i n order to satisfy the funda• 
:n.en.ta1 thE, ore:m of conservati ' Y1 of vorticity. It is th0 dO':m11a.ah i nduced 
b • this wake vorticity on the airfoil whir;h ir- cause that t he forces on e.n 
oscillating e~irfoil are quite d iffe re "·t fron those derived· fran the station-
acy ;•line theory. 
Until the present ti:ne the tvrn di~nensional theories h ave been 
a.p::ilied as such to n!ngs of finite asnect ratio. It is eJ:ldent i'ran what is 
known for the ·-; ta.tiona.l"'J wing that the forces •. cting on a u i nt; of finite 
ns11ect ratio can be considerably different f'ro·1 those derived fr011. the two 
dh1ensianal theory. Thif; d:'cffercnce i .; due to t:B ~n:'"luence of the so 
called trailing vortices ~T1-tich or:i.g;:inEtte arouY1:i the tipo of the ·,d.nc 
a..'ld lie in the vrake v.lon::; the rUrection of the .. ;:ind v elocity. 'D1ey 
a.re perpendicular t o the shod vorticity .i.ines and de not v an· sh i ·k€ the 
latter f or the staticna!"'J case ( w = o j. 
'l'he question therc;forc- cc .. tes up of evaluatinc the a.e rodynumic 
forces on a.n oscillatirir; e.irfoil of f:Lni te aspect rat·' :· QT,d. :i.·b is seen 
in the lif}Lt of the abo-1To re:aarks tho.t thi s wnou...l"l.ts essentiully to evalue.ting; 
the effect of the do:"n1!.'1ash i nduced sim11ltnneously °b'-J v.rha:f:; it> referred to 
here as the shed and trailinc vorti):ity. 
In the T)r- sent renort only t".'.ro d e c r ees of i'reedan are considered. 
l translation of the -,·ring; h and r otation °' of the \'ting about a spar.wise 
a.."":is throuch the mid chord. '.i.'he ~:iroblern i s formulated more precisel;:,r 
by considerinc tho ha.ri onic translati on and rouat ion exprE.ssed by ·i.;he canplt:.J: 
quantities 
C>( = 0( e <,0wt 
The lif'-t a.nd · mo.'llent a.re then also c cmplex quantities of the 3r;une ype 
L = [ eiwt 
It is important to poi nt out that the methods 'J.S ~d here a.re hose 
of th1:: l i nearized tM n airfoi l the«rry ·where the an;;le of attack and thiclmess 
of the wing a.re assum.ed to be smn.11. In sucll a case the )Jrinciple of suner-
position is valid and , a.s fa.r as the .forcec due to the 03<::illat ions o.re con-
sidcred , any simult aneous stationary t -vrist 1 co..l'!l.beI , or an:,le of attack has no 
effect. The oscillatory forces are the sa.rne as those of an unca'll.bered, un-
?art I 
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t wisted vd.ng: , perform.inc .oscillations a.bont a posit i on of zero anr;le of atfock. 
Uhder t he a;:;sunption of small osci l l ations the forces may be consi-
dered to be linear funct i ons of t h e coo rd inates h a n d 0( • Hence the 
e;ene:ral ex1~r3ssi on:; for li.ft and manent. 
L = L1, /, .,... Le<~ 
11 = 11;, h -;- /'1 o( ~ 
The problem consists in the evaluation of the fo ur "o.er odynff'liC coefficients'' 
L, 1 L 1'11 /1o< These cocflfic i ent s are ccrriplex quant i t i es functions of >J o/ I S., I J • 
·;he -.vin.d velocity and the fre t.r.mcy of t he oscil l ati on. In the case of a. 
wing of f::.nite aspect ratio and of def.initEJ plan form, say elliptic , they 
Ji l l also depend on the aspect rat i o . The evaluation of LJ, has been a.ttem~ted 
clse':rhere (reference 11) for a ft.~\J' 1:1.spect ratios but to the 1.lriters k-nowledr;e 
no values a.re a.t uresent available for any of the four aerodyr1ru!lic coefficients 
within eie canpletc practi cn.1 ranr:;c of the pa.rarn.e ·ce rs . 
In view of the co:nplexity of the :Jrohl em i t is clear chat ~ -0re.ctical 
solution !'lust necessarily i nvolve a number of sb1plifying approximations. 
Therefore in the present theory the evnlua.ti on oi' the ae1~odynamic forces is 
limited to the lift and m.anent }Jer u._rdt span at the mid-s~11:1.n. It is then 
e.sswned ·chat the forces on the can ,, lete winr; arP obtained by intci;ration alon:;; 
the span eva.lua.tine; the forces at every sect i on by using the expression for 
the f'orces at the mid - span. f,lso cEn-to.in us:Ju'11ptions are introduce· rec; rd.ing 
the distr:ihutian ?&.ttern of the .t rs.ilint:; vortices. Al thm.l[;h this is not 
es ential • the r-lan forri of the -;rinc; Yri l l be thour;ht of as elliptical beeause 
the (;;.bove a::rnurn;:itions are believ ed to h old best in this case. 
.... ' 1 
.. l l;.1 t~his simpHfied method it is ncru sufficient to can!Put e the lift 
and manent per unit span on the -'l id spaa chord. The prohlem is thereby reduced 
-:art I 
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to a tr.-o di: ensional lJro!Jlem in the plane of syuune t ry of the v.-lnc: and tho 
procedure is cmtirely a.nalor:;ous to i;hc 1'.:novm tr atment of t he winr; of in-
fini tc aspect ratio except that t 1.1e dmm~·:ash on the i d Rnan chord is riuo 
to tra.i ling and certain correct inc: vortlcer; in ndr1i ti on lo the shed vor-
t ic ity. 
Another feat ure cf the present trco.tmont i s the us e of 1 
arti fice in order to 1xrform the :intor_;rcti • n~; 11.rhich occur at va.r:io ·1s 
stac:cs of thu theory The inc · c rnls ar(' of ~uch n nn.turc t ha.\; they could 
not be eval1~ a.tcd analytically or nu:nrric1:>.lly unless perho.9s vrith . ~roh'.i.-
bi tj ve mn ount of labor. I'hc artifice '.~rhich has been 1.rned i:> to approximate 
the inter,ram1. by a si .. 11pl e function in such a wa.y that the inl: c r;ra.ticn 
offers no diff:i culty. lt' this method it has been p os:iible to use as 
such in the nresent theory t he we ll knovm integrals exprc-ssi ble in terrns 
of Besse ls function ':rhich occur in t11.c treat nent of the '."ling of i nfinite 
aspect rtttio. Additional :intcr;re.ls due to the f' j ni te character of the ~>mm 
appear in ~.>enarate term ancl do not involve a.ey advance :i method of inte-
c ration. Therefore the mathem.atic3. l difficult] es encounte red in the pr e sent 
treatment are exactly of t ho sa.me nat ure as those of the ncrvr fardlia.r two 
dimensional theory. 
4 Basic Pre ce<lures and 1i.s sumntions 
- -
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A detailed exv:iosi ti on of the theore·r.ice.l ;;iroce 'iurP; i s given in 
!_)art II of this report. :.\. short a ccoun.t of these procedures 'Nill now· be 
r; iven in order to b ri!lg out the essential points . 
'The simplifyint; assumpti:m.s result fro1 c on sidering the wi :'lg t o 
be equivalent to the follo:'finr; system i llustrated in figure 2. 
1. A flat plate P of infinite span whos e motion is the sn.,"!le as 
that of the wing of finit e span. 
2. Shed vorlici ty S dini;ri buted sinusoidally in the wake 
I I 
3 . Trailing vorticity BC , BC 1 concentrated on two lines ~·ri th a 
sinusoidally variable intensity . 
4. Ti p trailing v ortices AB 1 A'B: of uniform intensity. 
5. A b ound vortex located at the quarter chord and extendi ng to i n-
finity on each side of the wing ll/J1 ,1J'!J.z ,v:ith <- n intensity equ 1 
und opposite to the total circulation a bo1.r!:; t he wing . 
Once the total vorticity a.bout the 1v-lne; a.t the mi d span i s kncwn 
the intensit y oi' the vorticity in the assftl!lled vorticity l)attern is can.plc.t0ly 
detenu.ined. 
I 
The distance ~'Z.1 "between the t railint; vorti ces depends on the 
aspect ratio and must clt'ar ly be dcterniined b;y- an a•:ldi ti onal assunption. 
The a.ssu:n.ption introdu ced is that for a stationary a irfoil, the dCT:mwash ut 
fJ /\I the quarter chord n (F' ig. 2) determined from t h e . lift ing line theory v.ri th 
elliptic distribution is the sxne as that due to che concentrat ed trailing 
vorti ces r:JBC 
t { I 
and 11 BC • Denotine; the a.speot ratio by IR this '~ives for 
the distance (seeT'.:artII Chapter I Section 2) 
·, · . 
Fig. 1 - Elliptic Pl an rorm 
I 
j A, A . j)4 !£ A 1 Az J 
----
---- ----i-------------... ,_ .. _ 
I 
c I ·P 
f I f B ,, IF B' 
I I 
s 
c Z/1. 1 c I 
l·i;;. 2 - Syst ;2 of Infinite ·:: ·· _g and \ 01-tEn F t·torn. Used to .<' :ixlplif'• 
the Fro~lon o a -;;.'i::l f Finite Span 
::art I 
C i s the chord. If -t;;1e plan form of the vrinr.; is ellipt· ca.l c is 
The pattern of vortice s is now· ccmplete ly determined except 
f' or a c a:.rxm o int onsi ty fa.c t or which :'!. s t he unk:novm total ci rcuiat i on 
a.bout t he a irfoil. 
As mentioned i E the introduction it is suffjcient to canµ ute 
the aerodynamic forces on the chord £F at the mid span . This '.ll.ay be 
consi dered as a. tvro dimensional problem in the phme of sym:11etry of the 
wing. All the known fonnulae of the tvrn dimensional thin airfoil theory 
may then be applied provided the dorm.wash d i s tributi on a.long EF, due to 
the as sumed three d i mens ional vorticity pattern ; is ta.ken into ac coimt. 
The fi r st step i s to detenn.ine the unlmown total ci rculation 
A about the airf oil. Thi s is done by applying ~Iunk' s integral 
A= - c/7fw- (1-r cos T) dr (l) 
0 
as set f orth in part II cha. :)ter II. 'l'he variable of integration 
is related to the abscis sa. x a.long the chord fF by the relation 
;r = §;- cos r 
a.'1.d the origin is ta.ken e.t the rni <l chord. In th is integral -ur is a 
"downvmsh dis tribution 11 a l ong E f a.nd may the r efore be t aken s.s a. function 
o:r ~ . It can be separated into two parts and written 
~ i s the i ns t e.nt a.neous nonna l canponent of the velocity of the undisturbed 
a.ir :relat ive to t he wi"!'.l.g ; it is canpletely knCJl'm when the moti on of the 
1·.ring is given. 
Part r 
pa e 1 J 
/ 
w;, is the dm.rnwa.sh due to the assumed vorticity nat tem s.h<Y.\'l'.l i n 
figure 2. 
3ince thi s vorti c ity pattern contains the t otal circulation 
fl as an unknO'tm. fa.ctorJ the downwash ~ contains t hi s same fac tor and 
equation (1) in therefore a l i near equation which di:tennine s the val ue 
of A 
Once I/ is determined the dow111Nash w is canpletely k:novrn . 
Us ing t ho two d i mensional thin ai rfoil theory it is possible 
to derive expr c-: ssicns of tho lift l and manent /'1 (a.bout the mid chord) 
per tm.it span which d e:oend only on w . This if:; done in part II chapter III 
s ection 1. The results are , 
i:1here 
? 
7f 
L = ;:iUA + fij- ~1 J ~~~ 
,.. _ JJ7JB - EE-'" 'dA +a. 'dB3 
/ ~ 16 ~t /~ ~ 
~= 
,. mas :.i of air per unit volume 
= ••rind velocity 
c .. chord 
I:. • time 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5 ) 
'foe evaluation of the integra l s (1) , (4), ( 5 ) is m C.e practical 
by the use of approximating fu.'l'J.ctions for the dovm:-;ash distributi on w . 
l'hese approximations a re i ntroduced in part II cha. ~Jter I sections 3, 4, 5. 
~t..rt I 
ro.ce 11 
5 Results 
The values of the li f t and mcme:r:d.:; r;er 1.lni t s pan a t the .ni <" .3 ~, l 
a re derived frcm e:x.)re ssi on s ( 2 )~ (3) , (4), (5). 'I'he de :"ivn!~:i.cn is ca r r i ed 
out in detail in part II chapter II I sections 2 , 3. The r es u l t s expr essed 
by equat!.cn ( 3.7) and (3.9) of that chapter o.re 
where. 
L= TffcZ!hf~~ + ~j 
+ o/c 7J~/~-J + { /+ i~"(/) ~} 
(6 ) 
.ft= ~pc~vi) Q~ 
-;- Il.a c~ll'fx(u;~c .. - ~ -f- (!+ '':::</:) Q.<R} 
41 .B2u.i 4U •v· 
L • lift pP r unit s -pan 
1'1. • rn cment about mid chord per unit span ,po$it1.ve whenst.dlin_s . 
p • mas s of' air per w1i t v olume 
if • wind velocity 
C "" mid span chord 
W • angular fr3quency of oscillation (radians/sec) 
h• • h- <wt 
.. tw e canplex dO'mwvard velocity of t'.1. c wing , 
- L·<..<Jt 
o< • 0( e can pl ex angle of attack of ·wing 
't; and Q""' are canplex quantiti es functions of the " reduced v elocity" 
Jf and tho aspect ratio IR. . '.~;eparatinc r eal and i:na[~ina rJ !'arts the 
the following notnticm. is adopted 
~ = F,,,.. +- " 4-,IR 
Q~ = HIR. + t'~ 
F'or infinite aspect rat i o ( JR=o.o ) t he fu..-ri.ctions ~ a.rid ~ a r e equa l 
and in this case 
~ = He.b = F 
q~= Jo<>=- G 
v:hc re F a nd <; denote the well knorrn functions derived by The odorse;.1. 
Po. rt I 
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The values of the functions ~ and ~ are gbren in tabular form in 
tables l to 4. In figure 3 the functions ~ and Q~ are plotted as vectors 
in the canpkx plane. The functi ons ~~ ft,, and { are plotted a.g:ainst l/i_ 
in figures 4 to 11 for the follO\·ring value s of the aspect ratio 
IR= I , . Ii J ..f. , 3 .I 4' 5" I b I 8 / 10 I I .f_ I C>O 
These sai--ne quantl ies are also plotted acainst the aspect rati e 11? f' or 
d i fferent val ues of V- in fir;ure 12 to 15. 
we 
The range of Ji. in these tables and charts is fran. .1 to 10 
WC 
Express ions (6) e;ive the forces on the wi ne; per unit span at tho 
mid sp8.!'... It is as:3Umed that the total forces for the wh ole wing are 
obtai.1ed by intei;rat:i.ng expression (6) along the span . 'Y:lis i)rocess is 
sanetimes referred to as the "strip method". In order to simplify the 
integration ~ and ~ a.re ta.ken as indenendent of the location alone the 
s pan and are r;iven a constant val n.e corresnonding to tho '!lid - span chord 
In this way P.. 
fR. 
a.nd Q may be factorized out of the integra l sign . 
IR 
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6. Discussion 
The functions ~ and Q a.re due to the existence of circ\Ua-19? 
·!:;ion about the vd nt; . They represent in conden3ed for1 the i nfluence of' 
the trailing and shed vorticity ·on the aerodynamic forces. Thi s is ex-
TJressed Tiathematica.l ly 'rr:f the func tional dependence of ~ and ~ on IR. 
and lf 
form 
It is DOS3ible to e x.press the forces [ iVen by (6) in the followinl~ 
L = L, + L..t. 
11 = 11, +-ML 
L, = ~ ~j; -r f-fc~l/er 
.11.1 = _ 77pc";; + ZJ...pc-lVi + 4:0:...JJc.zlF~ l.Z8 -11 I 
The forces L1 , /1, are those whi ch would occur for pi..tre potential flcr~.- u1. t h -
out t h .e exi stence of circulation about the wing . i. e. ; 7Ihe n t h e Kuttn- Joukow.ski 
I 
condition is not satisfied at the tr iling edf·;e. The te rms proportional t o 
the accelerat i ons h and C( are the inertia force s due to the s o calle d 
apparent mass of the surrounding a.ir. The force s L .f , t1/l are ca.use d by the 
exis tence of ci rculation about the ~·ring . The inte:µ sity of these forces de -
pends on ·the aspect ratio IR. 
tions { and QIR. . 
and the reduced ve loci"bJ J£ throue;h the ftmc-
wc. 
. 
It will be noticed that L ... ~ a re proportional to o( +Ji... t- D<c v1hich 
< v 4{/ 
represent the . eff ective i ::lstantaneous ancle of attack at a Poi nt -4. c frCM 
- "'/ 
the leading edge (th ree -qua.rto1· ch rd) 
r:'lri· ; 
':'!l.[':t ~ 1. 
For the stuti cn~~l""J v,rj_ng ·:::i. t h .i.nfinite o.spect rati o "?;;=<= Q..= I 
and the forces reduce to 
L = 7TfJC zr-:x 
~1r~ 
.J1. = J/fc v °"' 
'3 ince J>t is o. moment a 8 011t the r, id chord , the forces ar rc>~luced t .o a 
.J 
single resultant le:: 71/cl/ o( located at o. point 
(quarte r chord ) . 
L frcrn the leading; ~d g;e 
'4 
For the stationary ··rin[ vrith finite as:'ect r a.tio 
L=rclf~~ 
~ -
_11 ... f-.t c ~ ll °" or'?e 
'l'he resultant is loco.te d at a dis tance .s:.. PJR from the mi i chord . Frcm 
4 -G'~ 
the charts it is seen that ~ is approximately equ 1 to Q~ and -there-
fore the "aerodynamic center 11 is a~prox:imately at the quarter chord . ·~his 
h olds fairly well down to a.s 1:iect ratio th:cee. 
The val ue of ~ at zero f rE'CJUency a s a function of t he a sDect 
" ratio is ::ilottcd in fi gur e 16. It re~)resents t he so called s lope of t he 
" lift curv ... · dependence on the aspe ct ro.tio. The cul."'Ve d.eri'Ved "b· the ::i:r c sent t he ,ry 
checks V0ry '11el l uith t'.1e r e suH;s obtained for the elliptical stati ona ry \::in: b;,• 
by K. F~rienes and R. T. Jones (refer&noe 12 ). '.I"ne c;1r\re obta:b.ed fron the 
.liftir1g li!rn the ory is also shown for co:!'luarison. 
·:.'hen small 'V'llues of ~we '.'.r e con side red it i s seen th~,t the 
dependence of ~ and ~ on as ·,-,e c·t rati o is much smaller than f'o r the 
stationar""y wing. This prope rty must nlay a def inite pa rt in reducin0 the 
d e pend.once of flut t er 3 peed on a suoct r~-i.t i o . 
The gener1l aspect of the curves are si1iL:. r for o.s Dect ratios 
fra11 infinity down to three . For lo-:i.rcr aspect .•:J.tios than three the n n-ture 
of the curves becan.cs qui t e different. 
3ecause of the a'?pr oxii:.,1.ations r c:.;ard in; t:'.lo nature of t he 
vorticity patter:• es ne cially t!w tip trc:tilin,:; vorticCJs t~c tr1G ory '.Jreaks 
drn·1n for u zero value; of .l,L 
we 
It is beli eved hm0reVf~r that; the re -
snl ts canr.mted are sufficiently e.ccurato for 1)racti cal ~mr}Joses d<x • to 
·t;he value V" =. / 
WC. 
which corros r'on-1 to a i:.rave length in i;he shed vor-
ticH;y equal to 63<;6 of the chord 
7 Conclusions 
?art T 
_aL_;C 3'f 
The forces on 8.!l oscillating 0.irfoi l of fin:i.te span hnve been 
derived theoretically. 'I'0e deoendence of the;':;e force r: on the aspect 
ratio for the osc:i.lla C; ing a.irfoil is smaller than for the ste.tionar>J wing» 
especially at low val ues of t he reduced velocity V 
(,(JC, 
Ai> a spect ratios 
from i:r·fi.ni ty dovm to three the curves obt:lined sho~·r the same i:;eneral 
trend. For aspect r!d:;ios lower than three the cur-ves beco:rie of a quite 
different nature revealing a pro'xtble difference in the mechanis111 of 
the wing-vorticity in.taraction. 
occur.lng at lcr,v values of V 
eve 
It can b .-. inferred tha.t for flutter 
(say U < / ) the effect of the fi :1i te 
WC 
span on. the critical velocity will be mnall unless the ::snect ratio is 
smn.l le r than three. 
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Suumary of S;ymbols 
Rcnuu1, Up"!)er Ce.sc 
instantaneous value of tho total circulat i on about a.n oscillc,ting wine . 
a canplex constant: ampli tud.e of the total circulation A. 
aspect re.t i o , 
B , i ns tantane ous value of the density of t he shed vorticity at the tre.ilin , 
edge. 
8 2 , defines an integral concerni ng the d cr;1nuash a.long the chord , introduced 
in secti on III - 1 as expression (1.7) . 
B ' Q'' B"' Bo z.1J.-Je.1 ;t.> '2,1 
define integrals vrhich a.re cannonent narts of Ba, introduced i n secth·n 
III - 2 as cx.nress ions (2 . 1) , (2 :2) , ( 2 ~ 3) , and ( 2.4) res:;>ectively. Their 
sun is 8 2 
B3 > defines . an inter;ra.1 concerni nc; the drnvwm;:;h alon[ the chord . introduce d 
in section IIT - 1 as ;ntcgral (1.12) . 
I B " B 111 B C) 8$ ) .3 I :1 I 3 I B 
define :integrals which are cannonent ue.rts of 3 , int roduced :i.n ..,e;c i·~ n 
III - 2 as express ions (2 .6), (2:7) , (2~8) , and (2 . 9) respectively. Thoir 
sun is 83 • 
f32 , a can.plex c on s tant: am.pli tude of 8 z.. 
8 3 1 e. ccr.rnlex constant: a:npli tude of 83. 
F, 
r: 
f' t • n t ~· d U I d t th ~ t ~h ~ a _ unc 1on 01 a s nec - ra\, J. O an u;c. = )c ,ue o ,. e .1. a c c.. a" 
is f inite , introduced in section II -6 as exnr~ssi on (6. 2). 
s-,r,n 
Gi fi, F 
canponent parts of 
tip tra.ilinr; vortices 
due to the wake trailin g; , the shed, the bound and 
respectively. Their s um is f. 
e. fun ction of asD_. ect ratio anr1 1L =- ....L. 
- we }.. t, due to tirn intogrf.1. tion of Bz. , 
introduced in section III - 2 as exnression ( 2 . 21) . 
F,.,., f:s ' fic , 
ccmponent .parts of' F, due to the 1:rake trailing , t he shed , the bound :' ·,-id 
r; > 
ti p t railing vortices res pectively , Their sun is F.. 
a function of a s pect ratio and ~c ~de due to the integration of /33 , 
i ntroduced i n section III - 2 as e:X: 7)ress ion (2. 35). 
FoT J F:~ ' Foe > £ 
co::1 onent D!~rt s of ., due to the \'lake t railing , the sherl , the t ip and 
~01.md vor+ices !"as·i)ectively, Their sun is Fo. 
!;. , 
H~ , 
G.-R. 
]",,.,., 
f<.. ·, 
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the real ria.rt of ~ , :i.ntroduced in section III - 3 , e:xprvss i on (3.10) . 
the real pa.rt of Q~ . introduced i n section III-SI eX?NJSSion (3.11) . 
the i~a.rinnry na:rt of ~ i n t r oduced in section III - 3 , exuression 3. lO) o 
-:: .e iJ1 g;in&.t"'J pa.rt of QA'{ , introduoed in seotian III- 3 ,. expreasia::i 3.11 ) o 
used :L?J. section I - 4 as a real ccnstia.nt , O..'ld in 
of' surr~tion of series . 
ppendi :x: IS the i ' .d :-; 
L , vr :Lng lift per unit of span . 
M, ning :nanent Der unit of span about e.n a.xis throuch the mi d!J!oint of t he 
a~. 
cl10rd. 
• 
a function of aspect rat i o and %c-== Y"}.c , reduc ing to the C of 1'heo-
dorson 1 s vrnrk for ir1finite as pect ratio (see reference 4), introduc ed 
in section III - 3 as expression (c.6) , 
~ .1..i ... t ' . d JL - ...L ' • h c r ml d ' a I unc " on o.i. e.spec ro:c:i. c an "'<:-J..C reauc:i.ng to t e o Hi.eo, orr;on s 
work for infinite aspect ratio (see r eference 4), il1troduced in section 
III - 3. as ex?rossion (3. Gj . 
.t> t· .,., ..ll.,,,...L 1 a f 1. re>· · t t · i a ... 1mc ion o.i. we 11c on y, ccrnpose, o e. :i.nee.r coe :i. ic ien , an e:xponen 1a 
a.nd a Hankel f unction of zero order , i ntroduced in section II - 3 a s ex-
pression (;'5 . 3 ) . 
Q, 1 a function of fre quency only, ccrnposed of a linear coef±'icient , a.n ex-
ponential and a Hankel funct ion of orde r one , introduced i n section 
II-3 as exures.:;:i.cn (3.4). 
U , velocity of the undisturbed air str3ru11 , 
1/ same as U- , used in section II - 1 and appendix D. 
S 1 wing area , used o:hly in section I - 2 . 
TJ period for one cycle of the wing's oscillation used 1,1 section I -6 and 
appendix A. 
a, 
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Sumnary of :.Jyr!1bols (Cont ' d) 
r e !)re sents rad:la l distance in !3i ot-8avart lrnrr in section I-3 and appendi x 
D. Used as the radius of tne circle which is converted into an airfoil 
by conformal trar.sfonnation of' section II -1. Used as a. constant in the 
i nter:;ralf" bcJ.r.T:" given in sections II-:5 and II .- 2 . 
0 a - cos 
a11,a, ,Clz., 
I:; ) 
c, 
e, 
f, 
f'lmctions of aspect r a tio , i:ntroduced section I - S by expression (5. 5 ). 
used as the span r;>f the elli-ptica.1 ·wine; in section I - 2 and as a constant 
in the jntegralf dr:- given i:n sections II- 3 and III - 2 . 
o .:t - /o GOS'!; 
chord . 
desie;no.t0S the integral 1 (TCOS ~I<'[; d'T;' > :'..ntrOdUC8d in appendix 3. 
0 
base of natural logarithms . 
frequency of vring oscillations introduced in section I - 6 . 
instantaneous do\·mwa.rd velocity of v1ing d ue to translatory oscillations 
introduced in section 1 •6 1Jy ex pression (G .1) . 
l, the iinar:;ina.ry unit; i.e., R. 
k, used as an auxiliary variable correspondinr; to )..c. in appen tli.x c. z 
m) use ·i as a conotant in sec·~ion I-4 . 
H , r0presents an integer in ap?endix B. 
p, desir;na.tes the unit pres;.; ure introduced in section III-1 expression (1.1 ) . 
/? > f? , des;gnates the uni't .i-· the d 1 f 
... pr€:ssures a.c,,:i.ng on UD'.mr an mTer sur aces 
respective l y of the vv:~ng, introduced in section II - 1 . 
repr esents the selli - s pan of the % 'Jothetical i'Ting, introduced in sect i on 
I -1, related to A< in that )(, :: C
4 
• . 
used in sections I-3 and I - 4 to desi gnat e the expression :5 h x 
in section I - 5 to designate distance along the vortex line. ' 
t, designates ti'l1e . 
Used 
u, in expression (1.1 1 section III -1 desi.:;nates the x -ca:nponent of velocity, 
in expression (1. 2) desicnates YJerturbation velocH,7 only. Also used to 
designate one of the variables in the formula f'or integrat i n c by pEt:rts . 
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l(,) lAz., 
desiGnates the X -conponent of velocity oh the up~r and lower s;.<rf aces 
respect ively of the \Ying , introduced i:r: section III -1 . 
in expression (L l ) section III -1 dcsig;nates the '1 -canponent of vel c it;, 
als o used t o des i (;l1.ate one of th0: va r iables in the fon".lula f or intet;rat ion 
by pc.rts . 
u.r) de~ i ··· - ';"s d ormwe.s h v l ocity i n general , designates the ~ -co:rnonent of 
the velocity in exnression (1.1) section III -1 . 
w;, W2 ) designates the d O':.rrnrrn.sh velocit,/ due to the bolmd and tip tre.iling vor-
tices; i ntroduced in section I -5. Their su,n is u.r '". 
lAJ- I) l;(Y I~ £Ar II I ) 
UT I 
~ 
. T' 
<Al(;" } 
dCTm:ivta.sh due to wake trailing , shed , ti p and bound vorticity respecti vely . 
domr.vash due to tra.nslatory osci llations of vling ,, i nt roduced i n section 
I - 6, expression ( 6 . 1) . % > do'imim r:;h duo t::> rot ti • l oscill&.t ians . 
a canplex constant; amplitude of the r.lo-~:mrash due to translatory oscilla -
tions, i ntroduced in section I - 6 expression (6. 2) . · 
dcwrmvash due to t 'he t ranslatory and rotational oscillat ions, introduced 
in section I-6 as expression (6.6 ) . 
)( > used as a variable of position on the chord. Used as a variable in General 
i n rrppendices B and C. 
jj, ordinate of a thin a irfoil in section II - 1 ; variable in r;eneral in appendi x B 
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f>ucn.rn.a. i-J of .. sTnbol s (Cont • d) 
e><, instantaneous vi"Jue of the angle of attack, introduced i::i s ection T-6 . 
. 
O<, instantaneous value of the ant;ular velocit/ due to rotational oscillat;i~s. 
introduced in section I - 6. 
Ci< ~: canplex consta.."1.t: amplitude of the uni:; lo of at-l:;ack. int reduced in 
section I - 6 . 
r, circulation -; n i: enerel , introduced in sectiC'n II - 1 expression (1.1 ) . 
T:', circulation about midspan of elliptico.1 wi:1e;, introduced in section I-2 . 
r o circulation due to the translatory and r otational oscillations of wine;, 
introduced in section II - 5 . 
r· r'· r'" , , , 
circulation due to the vmke trailing, shed , tip and bound vortic ity 
respectively. 
t, vorticity alon[; chord of wing, introduced i n section III-1 . 
J', value of the circulation o.t any point on the wake trailing vortices, 
introduced in section I-3. 
l,., 
E 
~) 
g) 
val:1e of the vort ex density- (vorticity) of the shed vorticity • intro'~uced 
·in section I - 4 . exi.,ression ( 4.1 ) , 
used as an infinitesimal in section III - 1, see figure 1.1 . 
non dimensional variable of integration, in't:roduced in appendix C . 
used &3 the vari able in connection -..d th the 3iot-"avart law in section 
I-3, I-4, and I - 5. Used in section III•l as an auxil i ary in expression 
(l.G). related to X in that ><=~ cose (origin at midpoint of chord.). 
~. 1 e-a. -r· l r ~ spec1 ic va ues o. = used in connection with the Bi. ot- Savart la\'r in 
J) ) 
3> 
sections I - 4 and I-5. 
equals 2 ii divided by the wave length, introduced i '1 section !-3. 
used as the subscript of order on the Besse l funct i ons in appendices B and c. 
coordinate extendi ng: down stream fr011 trailing edge of wing, introdu·ced 
in section I-3. 
densit.1 of the a.ir. 
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C: > a.uxi liary variable, introduced in section II - 1, see exnrcs s i ens ( 1. 3 ) 
e.nd (1. 4) • 
l/)) ~· 
variables used in i!1tegr:; l (2D) of' appendi x D. 
W > a.ngu la.r frequency (rad/sec) of oscillat ing wing , introduced :ln secti cn I-3 . 
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Chapter I I - 1 
VORTICITY PATTERlf Alm DO.Tr!/IASH 
I-1 The Vortex ')ystem 
An oscillating wing of infinite aspect ratio is shcr•lll in 
figure 1.1. The relative wind is des ignated by the vector ll and line 
• 
e: r represents lu a chord . Behind the 
00-t :£ t~~ I I I I lp 
I 
wing i s drawn a set 
of lines parallel t o 
the span vrhich repre-
Fig. 1.1 - Wing of Infinite Aspect Ratio 
Shmrl.ng Shed Vorticity· 
sent the shed vorti-
city. This shed v or-
ticity is als o of i n-
finite span and moves 
down strea'll with the 
relative wind. If the vring continues to oscillate for a long time, thi s 
shed vorticity will extend a great distance dovm stream frQ~ t he trai l i ng edge 
of the wing, thereby forming a vortex sheet , infinite in two dimens ions. 
To simplify matters let the wing be replaced by a single bound 
I 
Sl r 
vortex , called the lifting l i ne , 
shoWn diagramati cally in 
1-- ·----t.::~--r;:--- ____ _, 
co+-- 1 ~ ,£ CL+ ·.~00 figure 1.2. 
. ~ ~ t ! · ~7 In this figure 
+ iF i 
~-------~--------~ 
Fig. 1.2 - Wing Replaced by 
Lifting Line 
the wing is shown in phan-
tan and the shed vorticity i n 
full lines . . It is to be noted 
that the lifting line is placed 
at a distance equa l t o one 
fourth the chord length C, f,,-om 
the leadi ng edge a..~d pa rallel 
to the span. The reason for 
PAR T JI-PAGE 8 
I•l 
placing the lifting line at this location is, that the quarter chord 
point is approximately the aerodynamic center fo r all win€s both of 
infinite and finite span,, and it is also the centroid of the bound 
vortex distribution. 
In order to reduce the wing of infi nite span to that of finite span 
the vortex pattern shown in figure 1. 3 is superposed on figure 1. 2. The vortex 
00 
-
u 
! ~ 
line extending fran 
the point A, 
r------o:--J.----~ oo 
1 1£ ,1 ,..,._ ~ figure 1 . 3, to 
.,___~,, : f >"\~r---v-1--
i 
0() 
1 
I 
I 
B ________ !f __ ----~ 
C' 
00 
1-------~ 
c'1-- ---
Fig. 1. 3 - Superposed Vortex Ptt.ttern 
the left to in-
finity is taken· 
with the same 
strength but \ri.th 
the opposite ro-
tati c·na.l sense to 
that of figure 1. ~ 7 
as indicated by the curved arrows on figures 1.2 and 1.3 . ~!hen the "b.vo 
figures are superposed these two vortices will null i fy each other. l'he same 
can be said for the vortex line extending fran the point A' figure 1.3,, 
to the right to infinity; consequently all that remains of the lifting line 
is the segment beb1een points A and A 1 as shown in figure 1. 4. In fi gure 
1. 3 there is a vortex line extending fran the point A through points B • 
C and thence to in£inity. This vortex line is referred to as the trailin~ 
vortex . At the right hand side of figure 1.3 is a:i:1other trailing vortex 
extending fran po.int A' tl-irough B' , C' and thence to infinity. The porti on 
of vortex line frcm A to 13 i .s herein referred to as the tip trailir..g 
J-'ARTJJ.-PAGE ':J 
I-1 
vortex and that fran E3 through C and t hence to infinity as the wake 
'8' trailing vortex; likewise for A an·d B' C' to infinity. It is apparent 
that tjle trailing vortices •vill remain after superposition. Extending 
to the left of the wake trailing vortex 8 C , there is shown in figure 
1.3 a. set of lines which hypothetic~lly extend to infinity. These lines 
represent a vorticity of such strength and rotational sense as to just can-
eel the shed vorticity to the left of the wake trailing vortex. The same 
eondit ion is made to exist for the lines to the right of the vra.ke trailing 
B 'C' to vortex infinity. 
After superposition all that remains is the lifting line bet-.veen 
the points A and A 1 , shovm in figure 1.4, the tip vortices A B and A~B', 
r "' r--------r.- _j__ i ___ -, 
,£ I I 
A A I ."'\ 
,[) 1" .Ji-
I 
I 
13 :F ---- ------------ B' 
' 
('I) 
c c' 
Zn, 
·1 
Fig. 1.4 - Final Vortex Pattern 
the wake trailing vortices B C 
and B' C', and that porti on of 
the shed vorticity which lies 
between 8 C and f3' C' . It is 
to be pointed out that the wake 
trailing vortices together wi th 
the shed vorticity forn a vortex 
ribbon which extends f ran the 
trailing edge to infinity. The 
wing of figure 1. 4 is s hovm :i.n 
phant<llt and its span is designated as 2n, . It is to be pointed out a.gain 
- that the lifting line A A' is at the q'cla.rter chord point. the line B 13' re-
presents the trai l ing edge, and the line E:~ is the midchord. 
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I - 1 
In order to clarify the terminology ·which follmrs , another figure i:! 
shOYm on which is labeled the various t enns used herein. This is f igure 
1. 5. In this figure . the wint; is shmvn in plumtcn, the chord l ength is 
taken and C and the span. as 2 /(, • On this figure is shO':m, t'/lO wake t ra.11-
,--- ------~--------:-i 
0--' . . . : % 
z. tt, to 00 
- c BOUND VORT: 
___ L __________ ~--~ . ~TIP TRAILING 
I-' 
VORTEX 
- ----- ---~----------·---·-----
·-r\ WAKE TRAIL/ NG VORTEX 
:;t' 
.......__ 
---
SHED VORTIC r-.. !TY 
to 00 l 1 to 00 
Fig. 1. 5 - Vortices conside red in this Problem 
ing vortices . the shed vortic ity • tv.ro bound a.nd tip trailing vortices. The 
wake trailing , bound and tip vortices are labeled on one side only in figure 
1. 5 . 
In the problem which follows the effects of th.ese various vortices 
are treated separately in the follovting sequence; (1) the wake trailing vor-
tices , (2) the shed vorti city . (3) the bound and tip trailing vortices. I t 
mibht be point out hoV1ever, t hat this does not ccr:nplete the problem , since 
the motion of the wing must be considered. This is taken up as the fourth 
item.. 
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I - 2 Vortex Patteni Equivalent to an Elliptical Wing 
The choice of the proper vortex patte·r:n ~ orresponding to an 
elliptical Wing involves essentially the choice of an equivalent chord 
and of an average distance between the trailing vortices. 
I~ the subsequent treatment the evaluati on of the forces shall 
be limited to the mid-s pan chord , and a.'1 elliptical spanwise distribution 
of the forces vrill be assun.ed . 
'Ihe chord £Fin figure 1.4 will therefore be taken the same 
as the maximun c.hord of the elliptical wing. 
The average distance between the trailing vortices is derived 
fran the foll01oving conditions . Consider the case of a stationary wing . 
In the case of an elliptic lift dist-rl.bution :f'ran the lifting 
line theory, a known value or the downwash is induced at the quarter 
chord. If the trailing vortices are concentrat ed as shovm i n the vortex 
pattern, t hei r distance may be detennined by the condition that they pro-
duce the same dovmwash at the quarte r chord as if they were distributed 
according to an elliptic lift distribution. 
This condition arfords a method by which the span or the vortex 
pattern ce.n be determined in order to correspond to the case of an ellip-
tic wing. 
The procedure is of course approximate and does not hold exactly 
for the oscillating wing. It is believed however that the approximation 
is satisfactory in the practical range of aspect ratios . frequencies. 
and velocities .. Fran the lifting line theory, f or the elliptical wing 
the dovmwash on the lifting line is given by the for.nula, 
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where !Ar "' the dovmwash velocity, 
T;' • the circulation at midspan and 
b "' the wing span. 
In case the wing of figure l.4 is moving at constant airspeed and angle of 
attack (i.e •• not oscillating), there is no shed vorticity and the tr~il· 
ing vortices - b oth tip and wake - are of constant strength throughout,. The 
dmvnwash at the point D of figure 1. 4 can be canputed frcm the Biot-Savart 
law and is 
v.r = 
Reni the strength of the trailing vortices of figure 1.4 is a.ssuned to be the 
same as that of the elliptical wing at midspan. Equating the two expressions 
for the dovmwash, there is attained 
f'ran which the span of an elliptical wing equivalent to the wing of Fig. 1. 4 
is given by 
The aspect ratio of etn.y wing is defined as 
where the ligature ~ symbolizes the aspect ratio, and S designates the 
wing plan fonn. area. For an elliptical wing of span h and :midchord length 
c , the area is given by 
hence the aspect ratio is 
S =. rrbc 
4 
JR~ A:1L 
TIC 
I-2 
if the value b =· TT Jl.,, obtained previously is substituted into the equa tion 
for aspect ratio, 
(2.1) 
This formula, when \Vri tten as 
(2. 2) 
gives a method by which the semispan of t he hypothetical wing shO'i'm in 
f i gure 1.4 can be computed for a given elliptical wing • 
• 
I-3 
I-3 Downwash Canputatian for the Wake Trailing Vortj..ces 
The next step is to detennine the expres sions for the downwash 
along the chord E F (figure 1.4, section I-1) due to the vortex pattern 
descr ibed in section I.l. This downvtash cannot be canputed explicitly sin ce 
the circulation about the wing is at present unknown. F'or the purpose of 
carrying through these calculations the magnitude of the circulation about 
the wing will here be designated by the letter A (do not confuse 1ith the 
A on .the figures). The value of A will be detennined in a later sec-
tian. In this section the downwash due to the wake trailing vortices i s 
canputed, in section I-4 that due to t.~e shed vorticity, and in section I-5 
the downwash due to t he tip trailing vortices is canputed in canbinati on 
with the bound vortices of figure 1.3, section I - 1. 
For the computation of the da1rnwash due to the trailing vortices, 
figure 1.4, section I-1, has been redrawn; it is shown as fi gure 3 .1. ihe 
upper part of this figure shOV"lS the plan view a.nd the lower shov s the ele- · 
vation. In the plan viev• the t'No lines BC to inf'inity and B' c' to infinity 
Fig. 3 . 1 - Wake Trailing Yortices . 
represent the wake 
trailing vortices. 
T'.ae wing is shown in 
pha.ntan where the line 
f3 F B 1is the trailing 
edge and E F is the 
chord. Also an figure 
3. 1 is shorm the eoor-
dinate system. It is 
a double coordinat 
system with the point 
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F as the canmon origin. One c oordinate system starts at the point F and 
extends positively to the right; it is designated by the Greek lette r ~ . 
The other coordinate a.xis starts at F and ex:t;ends positively to the left; 
it is designated by X • The tvrn axes are clearly shown in the eleva.ti on 0£ 
figure 3.1. Also in the elevation is shown the dovm11.rash vector <Ar' "Nh ieh 
is taken as positive dowmvard. On the lines 13 C to inf'inity1 and B' C'to 
infinity, are shown two curves arrows which represent ·the positive rotat i onal 
sense of the vortex lines. Adjacent to ea.oh cruved arrow is the symbol ~ 
which represents the strength of the vortex line. 
If a wing is oscillating, vortices of variable strength and r otation-
al sense will be ahed fran the trailing edge. Since there must be cont i nuity 
be"tt.veen the shed vorticity and the trailing vortices,. it is evident that t he 
trailing vortices will also be variable in character. The two t rai l i ng vor-
ti ces a r e assu:ned to flow· dovmstrea'Jl with the relative win.cl and thei r s trength 
'(. will vary with tione and distance. If the oscillations of the wing are 
those of simple hannonic motion, the variation of' t, will be sinusoida l ; 
hence 
w:he re A • a canplex constant , 
l - V-1, 
v.J = the angular frequency of the oscillating wing, 
t .. the ti.."ll.e, 
A • 2 1T divided by the wave length (see appendix A) and 
S • the coordinate of figure 3 .1. 
At any '?art icular instant of time it is obvious t ha.t 
(3 . 1) 
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where A is the instantaneous value of the circulation about the trailing 
vortex at the trailing edge. Can.paring (3.1 ) with the first expression 
it f ollo-.vs that 
In the developnent which follows, the instantaneous values will 
be used; i.e.• expression (3.1). As i.Tas mentioned in the first para.graph 
of this section. A is the circulation a.bout the wing shown in figure 3.1; 
as defined above, it is the instantaneous value of that c i rcula.tiono Befateen 
and lf there exists a relationship. This relationship is set forth 
in secti0n I-6 a...~d is explained in appendix A. If a wi.ng is oscillating 
a.t a given frequency and flying at a g iven air speed. the quantities l> t..J~ 
and U are known. 
To con.pute the downwash the Biot-Savart law is· used. This law is 
given by Durand in volume · I of "Aerodynami c lheo.ry" page 137, see reference 
1. As applied. to the wake trailing vortices or figure 3.1, the Biot-Savart 
law is 
c/w-' = 2 r, d's .sine 4 TT aa. 
v1here dw-'is the element of downwash velocity) and the factor 2 is ins erted 
in order that both vortices can be accounted for simultaneously. 
Fran the gecmet r y of figure 3.1 it is seen that 
and 
si'ne 
Substituting equation (3.1) and the above >in t he law of Biot-Savart, it becanes; 
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In order to simplify the above expression the follov;ing approximation is made 
for the denaninator of the above expression: 
I - I +2 s -+-X €?- -;c-[ 
2(~+x) 
[, + (~/Ta - ( ,.,_, )] 
In order to simplify the writing let s ,;,x -=: S ; then the expression becanes 
f; (s) =- I [1 -+ 5~o/.._ (3. 2) 
and 
. -2.S ~(s)~[1+2s]e (3.3) 
where "fz (S) is the approximation to f;(s) . 
It will be noticed that both of these expressions are ~qual for 
S=o and S:a:>. '.I.he derivative of (3.2) is zero when 5-= o and since in 
e quation (3.3) the same number occurs for the coefficient of S in the al-
gebraic factor as occurs in the exponent of e ~ the derivative of (3 . 3) is 
zero when 5 = o . This will be true for ~(s)::: [ ,1 -1<s I -t K51 e where 
is aey nunber :i- O. The value of X is put equal to f<= 2 in order that 
(3.3) satisfy another condition; ·the condition imposed is that the integral 
of (3.2) fran zero to inf'inity equals the integral o£ (3.3) fran zero to 
infinity. These int:egrals will be equal if k is taken as 2 i n (3.3); i.e • • 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0 .4 
t oz 
h' 
.._ 
..... 
0 
Fig. 
Thi s is 
0 .5 I 1.5 z Z.5" 
..5-
3.2 - Graphs of Actual 'f;(s) and 
Appr oximating Function fz. (S). 
3 
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The graphs of the two func-
tions are sho.vn in figu re 3 . 2 
and fran this it is apparent 
that the approximation is 
very satisfactory. 
The expression for 
cf w- 1 can nOW' be written as 
dw-·= z~/(,f [1 +z (-s;,x)J e-z(;:;_,x) e-'X~ olF 
easily integrated and after substituting the limits becanes 
-1.! [ v..r':::; A e .11, ./l,+2X 
211 n.:· 2 + i fill, 
This rna.y be written in a more convenient form as 
This exl?ression gi ves the downwash due to the trai ling vortices a.lone • at 
any poin~ X on the chord E F of figure 3. 1. 
(3.4) 
I - 4 
I - 4 Domiwash Ccmputation for the Shed Vorticity 
In figure 1.4 the shed vortices are shm'nl as individual lines 
parallel to the t :ra.iling edge of the vring . which connect tbe wake trailing 
vortices BC and B'C' . If the oscillatory mot i on of the wing is simple 
' 
harmonic, or any continuously varying motion. the vortex lines wi l l be shed 
so close together that they will lose their individual identity and for.n a 
continuous vortex sheet , or r i bbon. Herein this vortex sheet or ribbon will 
be referrQd to as shed vorti city. .As in the case of the wake trailing vor-
tices , the shed vorticit y is as sumed to lie in a plane and flow dorJ'll strea~ 
with the relative wind. 
Figure l. 4 has again been redrawn and is shmm as figure 4 . 1. 'lll.e 
plan view is shown only, with the wing drawn in phantan; B'FB and Er repre-
sent the trailing edge and chord respectively. The rellltive wind vector 
is also shown on this figure. The same coordinate system is used here as in 
the case of the wake trailing vortices . '!he lines which represent the shed 
vorticity on figure 1.4 are not sho.vn in figure 4. 1. However, there is shC!l'lll 
c' to oo 
tr 
-
Fig. 4.1 - Shed ~rorti city Element. 
vortex element w'hich is considered positive. 
on figure 4~1 an elementary 
portion of the shed vorti city 
having a span of z)(, ' a ... ·ridth 
d'5 which i s at a distance 
5 fran. the trai linG edge. 
The curved arrow· on the figure 
the 
shows Arotational sense of the 
Adjacent to this curved arrOW' on figur e 4. 1 is the term !;. J ~ ; this 
designates the strength of the element of shed vorticity. The symbol Y, is 
not the same kind of quantity as i s the !, , used previously in conne ct i on vit.1 the 
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wake trailing -vortices. The difference is that '!i. is a vortex density while -
(, designates. the strength of a wake trailing vortex at the point in ques-
tion. Actually d2. is the vortex strength per unit leng~h along the. ~ axis. 
For sinusoidal variation of the shed vortiei ty, le can be written as 
(4.1 ) 
where B (not to be confused with the B's whioh represent points on the figures) 
is the value of t he v ortex density when 5 = 0 - in other word.J . at the trail-
ing edge. The value of B • as ill be pointed out at the end of this section. 
has a direct relation to the A of equa.t .l 0n (3 .1) through the continuity 
exist:!.ng between the shed and trailing vortices . The ~ymbols t ", X and ~ 
have the same meaning as in section I - 3. As w~s poi nted out in that section 
the quantity A is knGVn., (See section I-6 and appendix A) . 
Since the elenent of shed vorticity has constant strength throughout its · 
span, the element of downwash velocity at the point X an the chord. Er is by 
the Biot-Savart law 
This downvrash velocity which is due to the shed vorticity• is designate-I by the 
double prime accent marks. Fran the gecm.etry of figure 4.1 it is eviient that 
,4, 
C 0 j 9 I :: -;:::=:========::=:. {Jt,2•+ (~ + x )2. I 
and 
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Substituting the value of 02 given by (4.1) and these expressions for the 
. cosines, the elenent of dmvnwa.sh velocity becanes 
Hera again, in order to ease the integration, an approxi,'llation 
is made to eliminate the oquare root fran the denaninator of the above ex-
pression. As in section I - 3 let 
S-= f+X 
/(., 
The expression for dw-"is rewritten as 
and the part of this expression to be approximated is 
(t;~ 1 >t) / / + (~;.xy-' 
(4.2) 
Substituting the new variable S and designating the new expression by f3 (SJ 
it becanes 
/;(s) I 
Here it will be noticed that this function tends to zero as .S tends to 
in£ini t y a.nd that it tends to in.fini ty as S tends to zero. It will also 
be noticed that when 5 is very small, sa.y S <o./" the radical V 1-t- S .. = I 
approximately ; actually, with an error or less than one hal£ percent. Hence 
as s tends to sero t (s) tends to infinity as :} • Therefore a f'unction is 
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de si red which tends to infi n i ty like ~ as S tend to zero, and t end s to 
zero as S tends to infinity. Let tJ(S)designate this functi on which is to 
approximate t(S) ; then f.,_(s ) should beeane infinit e like -§ when S tends t o 
; 
zero. It is desirable to write 
(4.( s) = ~ - <j(s) 
where ¢U5) is a function which has a suitable value when 5 = O and 
tends to zero when S tends tq infinity. It is also to be pointed out t hat 
is to remain finite for o~ S ~oo ~ Writing the funct ion as 
shown above has the advantage that the pa.rt which bec(Jlles i nfinit e a.tr .S = O 
is separated f'ran. the part which remains finite over the range of S . 
Equating the ftm.ctions '3 (s) and '(s) gives 
I I 
SJ I+ S 21 = S cp<s) 
or 
Sep (S) ::: I - Vt -f- 52' 
The foim S~(S) is used rathe r than rp(s) because of the simplici ty of the 
right hand side of the above eque.ticn. Since the exponential form integrates 
-i'-r quite readily and canbines easily with the e • already existent i n t he 
dcmnwash formula (4.2) , it is chosen for ¢rs) ; thus 
-ms ¢rs)= k f? 
or 
-ms 
s<f>(s) =Ks e 
where constants K and m are positive real nun be r s • 
I-4 
Several values of K and m were arbitrarily taken and t he 
resultant functions were plotted together with /- '( 1 , • From these 
I +5" 
graphs it appeared that the best fit was obtained when m • i;t and 
f'( • o. 3786. 
.:..1..5 
The functions o. 3786 s e 6 I and /- i 1 + ~~· are shown in 
I 
\(') 
)( 
~ 
--.! 
~ 
a ;::: 
u 
s 
t( 
1.0 ~-~--~-~~--~-~--~--~--~--~--· 
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0.4 
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I - I ~ 
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Fig. 4. 2 ... Graphs Showing Actual and Approxinating Ft.motions s 
-J.s I - I and 0.3 786 5 e" Respectively. 
r1+-s2." 
figure 4. 2 . The number o. 3786 11as obtained by naking the two curves 
coincide at S • 6 1 which turns out to be the maximum of the approximating 
function . The calcula.tioo of this number is shown below. Thus . for S .,, 6 
-I I 6ke = 1-
V1+Gz.' 
or 
.:: 0,3786 
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It is to be noticed that this approximation fits \"Tell up to s = 6. 
Since the greatest contribution to the downwash is produced by small values 
of S , the deviation which appears for S greater than 6 i s of minor im-
portance - consequently </> (S) is chosen as 
-Ls 
¢{s) -=- 0.378 6 e 6 
The function 4rs) nON becanes 
(4.3) 
The function -(;(.s) is plotted in figures 4. 3(a) and (b); figure 4.3(a ) s ho:ts 
the curve plotted to a. relatively large scale. while figure 4.3(b) shov1s the 
functional scale reduced one t'wentieth. 
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Fig. 4.3 - Graph sh0<1ring 
Points canputed fran. 
z.o 
·l 
-(b) 
. =· 
-0 z. 
s-
f3 ( .S ) -= .5 r I ! 5'• " ' 
~(s)= ~ - 0. 378 6 ei~ 
.~ 
4 
The point s shown on figure 4. 3 are canputed fran equation (4.3 ) 
and plotted on both figures as small circles . It will be noticed that the 
I - 4 
approximation is most excellent for 5 ~ 6 • and that as shown in. figure 4.3 (a) 
the deviation is only slight for S>G. Substituting for .s the quantity 
~+x 
/!, 
it is nm'l' possible to write with good approximation that 
('g+K) i/ I+ (~)z1 
.h', . ~. 
~+x 
.ll, 
-L(~) 
- o.31Bb e 6 .I?;. 
Introducing this into equation ( 4. 2) the element f dCfflnwash velocity can be 
written as 
cJ ,, f3 [ I 
. w- = '2 TT Jt, ~ + x 
llr 
The dcmnwash, for any point X along the ehord due to the shi:-d vorticity, is 
ncrn given by the following integral: 
The first integral will be left in its indicated form, for it will 
be found later that in order to detennine the circulation it must be integrated 
also with respect to X . As it tums out the mathematical procedure is simpler 
if the integration is carried out first · with respect to X and secondly ;'Tith 
respect to 5 . The second integral being elementary in na ture can be ev aluated 
at once. '.lhus, 
/+6il\Jt., 
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Substituting thi.s result in expression {4.4), it becanes 
J( 
1.t 35"8 l3 e-J. 
TT(!+ 6iliJc.) (4.4) 
It is to be pointed out that in expression (4.4) the .first integral 
does not conta in _,.At, , hence it is independent of span or more specifically 
aspect ratio • This first integral is the one. whic~ is obtained in the 
t>vo dimensional theory while the second term which contains .;t, is consequently 
dependent on aspect ratio (see equat i on (2.1) ). Fran this point of view the 
second term of (4.4) is a correction to the two-dimensional theory. 
As previously stated the re must be continuity between the t railing 
vortices and the shed vorticity. In figure 4.4. the upper horizontal line 
to oo 
Fig. 4.4 - Showing Continuity of 
Trailing and Shed Vorticity . 
represents a segment of one of 
the wake trailing vortices of 
figure 4.1. The shaded par-t of 
width df represents a portion 
of the element of shed vorticity. 
This element is located at a dis-
tance 5 fran the trailing edi;;e 
of the wing. '!he curved arrows 
show the positive rotational sence of the wake trailing vortex: and the element 
of shed vorticity. The streng~h of the trailing vortex at the point P, is 
ta.ken as (, . 
No.v since, the elementary distance P. Fi. is in the direction of the 
positive 5 - axis, the strength of the ~railing vortex at the point !;: will 
be increased by the amount dl, ; hence its total strength will be l, + dd, • 
Therefore. by the p rincipal of continuity of the vorticity, the difference 
I -4 
between the wa.ke trailing vortex strengths at ?. and /? must be equal to 
the element of shed vcrt icity. Since the strength of the shed vortex element 
is ~ d ~ ; it fol l ov1S that 
-!, - ( (, + d") = !2 d 'S 
hence the express ion f or the continuity of the vorticity becanes 
Fran expression (3. 1), secti on I - 3 , . ' i\~ 
d!,=-tJ..Ae-t df 
Substituting this for d Ii • and expression ( 4 . 1) for dz , i .n the above continuity 
expression. it becanes 
· 1 -i'l.sd~) = B e-'Af d5 
-(-Lt-Ae ~ 
fran whi ch it follcwts that 
B ~ iXA (4. 5) 
The downwa.sh equa. ti on ( 4 . 4) can nov1 be written a.s 
' x 
,, _ iA.A100 e-'7.~ o(5 _ 1./35"8 i~A e-6li, 
w- - 2 fr 
0 
S + X TT( I + 6 i ]\ /'(,) (4. 6) 
Here the expression i s given in te:nn.s o.f the one unkn~ A ;1.rh.ich will be 
evaluated later. 
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I - 5 Dovm.wash due to Tip Trailing and Bound Vortices. 
Since two-dimensional thin airfoil theory is to be applied to the 
chord £F figure 1.4, it is necessary to detenn.ine the eff.ect of the d omnvash 
which is due to the bound v ortex extending frcm. point A to infinity on 
the left , and fran point A' to infinity on the right as shown in figure 1.3. 
These bo1md vortices are in natur e , a correction which x:Yduces the wing of 
infinite aspect ratio, to that of .finite aspect rat io. 
In order to preserve continu~ 1:jy b e tween the bot.ind and th9 wake 
I 
trailing vortices, the short vortex segments A 8 ·and A'"' of figure 1.3 must 
be introduced. The effects .of thes~ v ortex se©Uent s , herein called the tip 
trailing vortices, must also be considered in the dcmnv1ash calculations. In 
this section the botmcl vortices a r e considered firstly, the tip trailing vor-
tices secondly, and finally the tvto effects are canbined in a simpli.fying 
approximation. 
Figure 5. l shows the hypothetical wing in phan~an, where BF B' repre-
.. 
sen ts the trailing edge 41 a.nd £ F the chord. The t-wo bound vortices are also 
't01J ds \ 
· t 'j'f'de 
~r--~-\\.. ____ -(3' 
I I A'~ \\ I 
tr., 1 · 8.z """ \\ l 
l -k- -;--~~-u r l 1.-~-x-Jx ~ 
It., k c ,..j 
L I I L-~-------a 
I I 
Fig. 5.1 - Bound Vortices 
shown, h:ovrever the tip trailing vortex segment s 
have been anitted. The positive rotational s ense 
of the vortices is indicated by the curved arrows. 
The positive direction of the variable S , i:thi ch 
measures distance along the vortex l ine, i s shown 
in the upper part of figure 5. 1. The positive 
direction of s is consistent with the right hand 
rule , used in electro magnetic theory. 
To canpute the dO'NrrNash at the point P 
figure 5. 1 , the Biot-Savart law is applied to the 
f-',.tJ RT 11 - f/Al.J E C:. 9 
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vortex element ds . 'fhis giv es 
d w:- _ A sin f!7 de 
I - - 2 4 TT ( PQ)2. 
Since the positive direction of the downwash is here tak n as downward. and 
the bound vortex produces an upwash at the point F' • the minus s ic;n is intro-
duced in the above expression. '!he factor two , preceding the right hand men• 
be r, occurs because there are two of these bound vortices as shown in the 
figure 5.1. Here again the letter A designa tes the strength of the vortex. 
The acute angle . between the vortex and line PG • is designated by e • Fran 
the geanetry of the figurP. the distancePG is 
(~ -x) 
?Q = sine 
The symbol C designates the length of chord E F . The elemen t els can b wrl tt n 
as 
ds = rode sine 
(Jj-x)de 
sin 2 e 
Substituting the above for PG. and t/s , in the expression for dw;. i t 
becanes 
The limits of integrati on are taken as e, and ea . '.lbe angle e2. is shown 
on figure 5.1~ but e, is not. In orde r to obtain e, let the int Q reoode 
to infinity; as it recedes the acute angle between PQ and the vortex line 
tends to zero. Fran this ii: follows that e, -=: 0 .. and hence 
r /tKI .LL - rric::tc. JV 
I-5 
=- A [1- cose J 2TT(~-x) ~ 
It is clear frcm figure 5.1 that 
A;, 
COS ea = t==::=:::;:::======;:::;-v .!(,' -t- (4 -x)2 
Substituting this in the expression for U/i • and rearranging algebraically, 
it becanes 
( 5.1) 
In figure 5.2, only one .half of the hypothetical wing is shown. I n 
this figure EF represents the chord , and F B'is one half of the trailing edge. 
Only one t i p trailing vortex is shovm, and this in the upper part of the figure. 
A' I r;ds ~, 
rr. --- r")· \ \ ; -.r /:~ l I "' \V ~e~ 
/( I I " > \.t.- d6 I I 
I l I "' \\ I I l ~ I c """:~\ / ~ i~ _ _ _J_ _____ ~·-·k 
I ~ -;j -x ,.L x__,: 
I #t .tW-----~-L_ 
Fig. 5.2 - Tip Trailing Vortex 
figure 5.2 , the distance 
and 
Po.de 
:sine 
s ;ne 
Since there are two tip trailing 
vortices , the element of dO':r.m·1ash 
at the point P as given by the 
Biot-savart law is 
_j 2Asine d 
OIJA!i=. 41T (PG.)' 5 
Here the direction of t.~e induced 
dowmrash velocity is dcm!ruard,, 
hence ol WZ i s positive. Fran 
\ 
Substituting the above in 'the expression for cl v..J'2 , it becanes 
and 
= ~1e-~;ne de 
Z TT ,,-t, 
e, 
::= z: }[, [ Co,5 e, -Cos f}z.] 
Fran figure 5.2 , it is apparent that 
cose, = 
and 
c.ose2 = 
;!E: - x 4 
-x 
{ ,/t/·+x2. I 
'.Ihe final expression for urz now· beccmes 
I-5 
(5. 2) 
Let w-'"designate. the downwash due to the botmd and tip trailing 
vortices• then 
Substituting for (.A/';' and \Afi , express ions (5.1) and (5. 2) but reversing the 
order of addition, IA/"" 111 becanes 
,,, 4 -A 
[ 
3C X 
w- = 2TT JG, ,j /l,~ + ( ~ -X)it 1 
(5.3) 
At this point it is very advisable to substitute for )(., , its 
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equivalent . in terms of a spect ratio ,. i.e. expression (2.2) section I•2 . 
Performing this operation on expression ( 5.3 ). and simplifying algebraically, 
gives 
w-"' 
!+ ( 5. 4) 
Equation (5.4) is approximated by the following parabolic expressions 
(5. 5) 
Express ions (5.4 ) and (5. 5) a.re ma.de to agree at the trailing ·edge % ::::. O, 
at the mid-point of chord C: F; 2 = ~ , e.nd at the leadii:ig edge 2 :=. I. 
By this means, the quantities ao ) a,) and a, are evaluated as funct ions of 
the aspect ratio. 
ur"' = 
Thus for 25... = 0 expression (5.4) beccrnes c 
li 12 A ~ '2.TTC VI+ ~2. 
and expression (5.5) becan.es 
u.r"' - _A_ [ ao] 
~rrc 
Equating the above two expressions gives 
12 
)R2. 
I + ~2 + ii I+ 9 ~ , ·JR ... 
and simplifying the above algebrafoally) a 0 beeanes 
4 
3 
X I Using the . value C = :2 in the sa.'!le way gives 
4 
PR. a. a, + Oa 
Clo + 2 4 + 1! I , I I VI+ )Rll- i+ ~ 
and the result for K = I is 
c 
-~ 16 )RL ~C. 
Clo -t- er, -+ a z = + :--;:=:::::::::::::::; v I+ h Vt+ /(;., 
,.... ~a. 
-t- ( 
I+ ~a 
I 
f-"/fKT 11 - /-'AGE J .j 
J - 5 
( 5. 6) 
Since C{0 is known, the above two equations can be solved simultaneously for 
Cl, and Clz . The results of this solution are given be lm•: 
and 
+ ~4 
3 
(5. 7) 
( 5. 8) 
To tes t the fit of the above approximation. curves are s hewn in 
figure 5. 4 for both the actual and the approxi.'!lat e formula.. The cases consi iered 
a::e for aspect ratios equal to 1,, V2', z., and 3 The greatest deviation 
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occurs for aspect ratio one. For aspect ratio Vz • the deviation is 
small and for 2 or greater . the deviation i s practicall y negligible. 
Figure 5.5 shows the variation of ao,Ci, and Cl .... • with a spect ratio.. In 
table 1 the values of Cfo, a, and (/.._ are given for aspect ratios from 
1 to 12 inclusive • 
. 6 ~~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~-.~~-.-~----.-~~.---~--, 
! 
1 
~ ·.~~--+-~--A:__~-J...-:=.---1~~+--=--..=-'1'----..,~+--~-1-~~t--~-t 
--
,LR= 3 
0 0 .{ 0.2. 0 .3 0 .4 0.5 0.6 0 .7 q .B 0 .9 1.0 
'Yc-
Fig. 5. 4 - CuI'\Tes of Actual ( ) a.nd Approxi.>nating ( - - - - - ) 
Expressions f or Tip Trailing and Bound Vortices Canbined . 
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Fig. 5. 5 - Curves of ao, a, , a._ 
plott ed again~t As pect Rat io 
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TABLE 1 
Va.luas of a.,, a., 1 and a'l. used i n expression (5. 5), 
section I - 5; i.e.• v.r'" = z!c [a0 +a. ( ~) + a2-(~)2"] 
tR ao a , Clz. 
l 2. 883037 10. 065423 -10.724751 
V2 1. 7936107 5.685005 - 5.710929 
1. 5 1.648090? 5.129194 - 5.087805 
2 1. 0703667 3.017580 - 2 . 771230 
3 • 55228 47 1.3167300 - 1.0187187 
4 . 3333334 .6972677 I - .4466041 
5 • 2215873 • 4200122 I 
-
.2210550 
6 .1 573786 5 • 2'172132 
-
.1199667 
7 .1172900 .19556103 
-
• 06999877 
8 • 0906672 9 .1451070 
-
• 0432964 
9 • 07212334 .1118 5612 
-
. 0280848 
10 • 05870753 . 0888582 
-
• 0189596 
11 • 04869749 • 0723089 
-
. 0132311 
12 . 04103 521 • 0600082 "' . • OC94990 
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- I -6 Wing oscillation reple.ced by equi valent downwash 
In this section, the downwash velocity due to the moti0n of t~e-wing 
is set forth. The :notion of an oscillating wing can b-:i separated i nto favo 
categories. The first is the wing ' s fo~vard velocity of flight which here 
is assumed as a constant hori~ontal velocity of magnitude 7.J , and the second 
is the vibratory motion of the wing in which the displacements are asst'llled 
to be small. 
Since motion is re lative it can be analysed by considering the vri ng , 
at rest . and the air in motion. Fron this point of vie1'1, the air •vill stream 
over the wing with the velocity U • while at the same time there wil l be 
perturbation velocities, oscillatory in character,, acting e.bo~t the v:ing. 'Ibis 
perturbation velocity is due to the presence of the wing, and fran the f'act 
that a conditiai of oscillation has been imposed. If the wittg . is taken a.a 
a thin flat plate , its thickness al<,me will cause no disturbani:le to the a.irflC1.v. 
If the thin flat plate is set at iero stationary angle of attack. this ca use 
:for airflow' disturbance is eli'llinated. Wi th these two conditions present , 
the perturbation velocity about the wing is due only to the imposed c ondition 
of flutter. Since the theory develope herein is linear, there is no l oss 
of generality by the stipulations of the thin flat plate , and the zero sta ti onary 
angle of attack. The effects of thi cknes.s • and the stationary angle of a tt!l.ck 
can be si.?flply added to the final result by the process. of superposition. 
The perturbation velocity about the wing can be thought of as arisi ng 
fran t\vo sources. The first is t hat which is induced by the vortex pattern 
exterior to the wing . s.nd the second is that which is due to the vibratory 
motion of the wing . The vertical C<fllponent of this perturb&tion v eloci ty i s 
the dowm<ash. In sections I - 3, I - 4 , and I-5 the dowm7ash velocities due to vort€X 
I-6 
pattern exterior to the vling were determined. In this section the dovrrr.-rash 
due to the oscillating :uotion of the wing is detennined. 
In the kinematics of the rigid body, it is often convenient to 
describe the velocity by specifying the linear velQcity of sane point in the 
body. and the angular velocity about an a.xis through that point. The oscillating 
wing conveniently lends itself to this description. The noint here cmsidered 
is the mid- point of the chord. The motion of this point turns out to be a 
rectilinear motion which is perpendicular to the hori zontal velocity U , and 
the span. 7:ith this is aeeoeiated the angular velocity about an axis through 
the mid-po:i.nt of the chord. The a.xis referred to is taken parallel to the 
s pan. Rotational canponents about the chord a.re not considered. 
The rectilinear motion of the wing which is perpendicular to the 
velocity vector U and the span , is called in flutter theory, the translatory 
oscillations. The angular motion, about an axis through the mid-point of the 
chord and paral lel to the span, is called rotational oscillations. 
Consider first, the tra.nslatory oscillations. Figure 6.1 shov;s the 
chord E F , and the velocity vector if \"Thich represents the undisturbed 
air stream. The wing is assumed to 1.)e vibrating up and do-.-vn with simple har-
monic motion, in such a manner that the chord ahvays remains parallel to itself . 
LV'T -=RELATIVE. 
i oowNWASH 
u £ F ~ 
In figure 6.1 , h• represents the 
instantaneous velocity of the wing 
i and is considered positive when 
;:, = WING VELOCITY dowmvard. This notation is in 
agreement with Theodore Theodoreen's, 
Fig. 6.1 - Translatory Oscillati ons 
"General Theory of Aerodyna-nic In-
stability and the 7iiechanism of 
!"ART J1 - f-'//fit. ..Jo 
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Flutter" , N. A. C. A. Technical Report !!o. 496 (reference 4). It is evident , 
that when the wing is moving dcmnward , the veloc:i.ty of the relative wirid due 
to this motion is up11ard, hence the downwash 
wr.:-h (6.1) 
It should be observed, that when the downwash WT is positive , the lift is 
downward or negative. 
Since h• was given a.s the instantaneous value of the wing motion, 
consequently IAJ.;. is the instantaneous v alue of the dO\'mvrash. It is true, 
ho.vever, that the d ovmwash WT is the sa'!le for all points of the chord £ F • 
As simple hamonic motion is assumed the instantaneous value of the downvrash 
can be written as 
(6. 2) 
where uJj= is the ccmple:x: amplitude of the down.wash velocity , and W is the angular 
.frequenO'J. 
Here again ,, the canplex quantity e.:wt is used cwdng to the convenienc« 
it affords in the mathemathical operations. As is shown i n appendex A,, if -,-
designates the period in seconds , then 
The frequency f in cycles per second is the reciprocal of the period T 
• 
hence 
The wave length, as is given in section I - 3 is 2~-rr and since the wave l ength 
is equal to the velocity lJ ~ divided by the frequency f , it can be written 
that 
'2. Tr ::: 
-A.-
f-'ART.11-f/AGE J ':::J 
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or 
w ="A.U (6.3) 
A detailed explanation of the above is given in appendix A. 
In the case of the rotational oscillations , the undisturbed velocity 
l_I is considered as constant. The wing is assumed to oscillate about an 
axis through the midpoint of the chord and parallel to the span. Figure 6.2 
shov.rs the wing which is assumed as a thin flat plate. The angle o< • is taken 
as positive when the wing produces an upv.rard , or positive lift. The angular 
velocity 0<= * is pos itive with increasing o< • ~vhich is s hO'w'm n s clock-
wise on the figure. The line £" F represents the wing chord. The mid point 
of the chord is the origin 0 for the variable X ·• positive to the right. 
Consider first the effect of the angle o< • assuming at present that 
u 
F 
CA. =- 0 Resolving the undisturbed 
air stream. U into canponents a l ong 
and nonna.l to the wing chord E F, 
it will be found that the no?T11.al can-
ponen-t is U sin ex. 
Fig. 6.2 - Rotational Oscillations This same condition can be assL~ilated 
i f the wing is considered to be at zero angle of attack and in a downward ~otion . 
with a s peed U sin d.. In .this case the air would have en upward ~otion 
of' U s i n ex Since this is considered as negative in terms of downwash , 
hence the down.wash caused by angl e of attack is - U sin 0( In the case of 
wing flutter , the angle o< is no small that the sine may be replaced by its 
angle in radians, hence the dcvmwa.sh caused by ang;le of attack <;. lone can. be 
given as -Ucx. . 
The above must be combined with the dCJmlvrn.sh due to the angu l a r 
velocity cX ·The velocity of the point P , on the chord E:Fsho:m i n :figure 
f>ARTJi -PAeE40 
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6. 2, is equal to O<. X Thi s velocity is also nonnal to the chord . The doNnwash 
. 
of the relative wind. due to this co.use . is apparently - cxx . Canbining this 
iraluc Ylith that due to angle of attacl: , gives 
WR= - Ucx. - O<. >< (6.4) 
vrhere (.).JR is the downwash velocity due to rotational oscillati ons . 
The usual procedure is to replace the wing by the downwash given in 
express icn (6.4). This expres sion is valid only for -~ ~X~~ - Attention 
is called to the fact that the origin . in this section. is taken at the midpoint 
of the chord. 
To point out the oscil !a t ory character of the angle 0( t and to nut 
e quation (6.4 ) in i t s final form , D'. is taken as 
where ex is the e.."!lplitude. Fran this the nngulo.r velocity 0<. beco.nes 
• . eiw-t 
cx.=.CXLW . 
Substituting the above in expre s s i on (6.4 ) . it beccmes 
V - iwt · iwt CAJR= - Ofo.e - o<.1.wxe 
_ i.urt 
If' o< is substituted for o( (? • the expression takes the fonn 
(6. 5) 
I f expressi.on (6.1) is a dded to (6 . 5) the result is 
GVO ~-I? - Ucx - i wrx.x (6.6) 
Here UJO represents the equivalent dowmvash due to tre.nsla.tory and rotational 
oscillations of t he wing. E xpression (6 .. 6) is the form which will be used in 
I -6 
canputing the circulation r<rhich is carried out in Chapter II. It should be 
noticed, tha.t in the above expression , h. and o( are instantaneous v alues, 
hence tAJO is the instantaneous value of the doumrash. 
II-1 
Cha pter II 
CIRCULATION 
II -1 Munk's Integral 
In chapter I 1 the vortex pattern was introduced and explained. In 
addition the downwash due to this vortex pattern was dete:rmined. In the cas e 
of the wake trailing,, the shed , the tip trailing and the bound vorticity, 
there appeared an unknown quantity A , which represents the circulation about 
the wing. It is the problem of chapter II . to determine this quantity. This 
is accanplished by an awlieation of idunk ' s integral to the chord E F of the 
hypothetical wing shown in figure 1. 4 section I -1. 
?1Iunk• s integral is given by von Kann.fin and Burgers, as expre s si on 
(9 . 15) on page 46 1 vol'lJJ\e II of "Aerodynami c Theory" . (see reference 2). The 
form in which it is given corresponds to the case of a stationary thin a i r -
foil with an arbitrary camber line y::. f(X) . It is written 
r = - 4a y j"d!I (1-r C.05 -r:) dr 
o dx ( 1.1 ) 
where r is the measure of the circulation about the wing. The let t e r V, 
ap~aring in t his equation, designates the velocity of t he undisturbed a ir, 
and is the sa.'ll.e as the symbol U, used herein. The variable X , meaSU I'E'S 
the distance along t he wing chord and is rele.ted to r • in that 
x ~ 2. a cos 1:" 
In figure 1.1• the X -axis is shown along >'Ti th the !f -axi s and the 
arc which represents the tMn airfoil. The above relation b e t ween x and T 
U=V 
Fi g;. 1.1 -
Coordinate Axes and Airfoil 
is obtained fran the confcnnal 
transformation of a circle into an 
airf'oil 1 i n which c:;(. is the radius 
of the circle. The factor 2 is due 
r nr1 1 ..LL - r,,-.,cy~ ''-' 
II - 1 
to the equation of transformation.. When r ==- o the variable X= 2.. a and 
this corresponds to the point F which designates the t rai ling edge shovm 
in figure l. L The origin 0 . of this fifure is at the midpoint of the 
chord. The distance 0 F=2.lJ.is then · one half' a chord length which is desig-
nated here, by the letter C ; hence 
c 
a= 4 
The variable <:J , is the ordinate of the thin airf'oil at the distance X fran 
the origin 0 • as is shcr.:m in the figure. The derivative j; gives the l ope 
. of the wing sec:t;ion at the point ( X, lj). 
Mun.k' s integral in the form (1.1) may easily be transfonned to the 
case of a symmetrical airfoil , lying along the X -axis, and submitted to 
an arbitrary dmvnwash distribution along the chord. To this effect the slope 
can be considered a s the angle of attack , relative to the undisturbed air, 
for a small element ds of airfoil arc located at the point (>< ,lj), as shown 
in .figure 1. 1. It was shovm. in section I -6, that an angle of attack is 
I 
equivalent to a downvtash. Here, the angle of attack var ies along the airfoil 
arc fran leading edge to trailing edge. This angle is nafl to be replaced by 
a properl y distributed dowil\'msh along the chord E F . Fran this it foll er.vs, 
that the distributed downvmsh equiva lent to the .airfoil is 
or in the notation used herein , 
Substituting the above res ults in equation (i.1 ).- it beccrnes 
\ 7T 
. r = - C j ur( I + cos 1:) d T • 
0 
(1. 2) 
II-1 
Since i.t.r--= ur-' +111.T"-+ w-"'-+u.J; , expression (1. 2) can be separated into four 
integrals and each integral evaluated separate ly. 
The re la ti an between X and '(;" can nmv be written as 
x ==£cos r c:: 
(l.3) 
I n t he above discussi on, the origin for X was taken a s the mid-point of the 
chord . ·with the exception of WO , section I - 6 , the origin in chapter I was 
taken at the trailing edge . It is therefore necessary to translate the ori-
gin to the trailing edr,e. The only expression affected . in the above formulae , 
is the re lation (l.3 ). Figure 1. 2 shows the chord E. F, and its midpoint O, 
the point E being the leading edge, 
and F the tra.i ling edge. For t he pur-
0 p F pose of distinction let the abscissa 
Of' equal 
Fig. 1.2 - Translation of Axes be canes 
Fran the figure it i s apparent that 
hence 
c 
X' +x ==y 
X'-=- ~ -X 
Substituting this in the above relation . it becanes 
or 
X .= ~(I- cos't'") 
x·. then equation (1.3) 
' c ....... x -= 2 cos L-
(1.4) 
For this expression, the origin is now at the trailing edge and the positive 
directi on of X is tcmard the lea.ding e d g:e . 
II- 2 
II-2 Circulation due to Wake Trailing Vorti~ . 
Expression (3.4) section I - 3 gives the dovmwash due to the 
wake trailing vortices alone. Substituting relation (l.4) in this ex-
pression. it becomes 
Let T7' designate the circulation about the wing due to the wake trail-
ing vortices alone . Introducing w-' in Murik 1.s integral~ {1. 2) of section 
~~~· 21;~~::~1<,) f ~: ;;:.· ( ei'°'rc ( 1 ~cos Y) dY 
c r J rr "-cos 'L ..,,_ cJ. 1 rr £.. C.05 r l} + /l, 
0 
e "'' (I+ cos~) 'f - c. e"'' co.sT(1 +cost) dij 
This expression involves three types of integrals. It is possi bl e 
to express these integrals in terms of Bessel functions and this deri• 
vation is given in appendix B. These three types are given below to-
gether with their results : 
[ ,,. ~ co.,-r J I ( ) e"-, ei't" == 7T o ~, 
0 L~ e~c.os't"'cos-r d-r: =. rr L(~J 
[rr c:'~co~'t'cos 2T' dr::: iT [2 {~,) 
0 
(2.1) 
(2. 2) 
(2.3) 
where L(~) 1 I,(~,L and [1 {~,) are the so- called modified 
Bessel functions of orders zero. one. and t~10. There is derived in 
appendix B. a recurrence formula betvteen these three functions which is 
I ( c. ) ::: I (E:. ) - £::_!!!... I, ( £) 2 1[, 0 .ftr C tz, 
/-'/! H /J.L - f-"/IGE 7 0 
II• 2 
By means of this formula integra l (2.3) can be expressed as 
.,,. j ef.cos t:cos erdr = rr [ L(k) - 2c)(, I,(;) J (2.4) 
This greatly simplifies the numerical computations since it is novr only 
necessary to evaluate fa(~) and [,(f). 
Series expansions for these two functions are given in appen-
dix B. There are tables which give the modified Bessel functions as 
high as the eleventh order, however , for orders greater than zero and 
one, they are much abridged. The values used here :were either computed 
by the series expansions , or taken from "Mathell'.11;tical Tables", Volume 
Vl published by the British Association for the Advancement of Science 
(Cambridge 1937). These tables are most extensive, but give only ]0 (~. ) 
and L (~.) . Consequently , when the modified Bessel :functions occur in 
the formulae developed herein• they are reduced so as only to contain 
modified Bessel functions of order zero and cne. 
Substituting in the expression for /'' , the results of in-
tegra.ls (2.1), (2.2), and (2.4), eliminating .Ji, by means of expre ssion 
(2.2) of section I - 2, and rearranging algebraically, the expression takes 
the [Ia ( !.) + I, ( ~ ) j 
-t Io (1-) + 2I,(~ ) 
It is very convenient to symbolize the above expression , 
hence a symbol f;. is defined such that 
F;.~ A?(H ~) L+ ¥ [I.(;)+1.($)] +L(~) +21,{*J] 
(2. 5) 
(2 . 6) 
It wi ll be not iced that F; is a function oi' bot h ].., and If?. • Using F; 
r ' the expression f or can now be wri tten as 
r' == - A Fr (2 . 7) 
Il- 3 ~ulation due to Shed _Vorti c_ity : · 
~-4RT Ji - f-lAGE"'T I 
II- 3 
The downwash for the shed vorticity is given by expression 
(4.6) section I • 4. Substituting for x its equivalent as given by 
expression (1 . 4) of section II- 1 the downvmsh · formula can be written 
l . 'AY- -Of _/J: A c ) ur If - /I e . or :> I. 13.b-B i A e-!Zif. ( /- C0'5"C 
- TfF 0 ~ + I - cos?;' TT (I+ 6 i ;\ It,) c 
Substituting this for vtr in Munk ' s integral , expression (l . 2) of section 
II• l, the circulation takes the form 
r" -:::::- iAAJ.,,.fcoeiJ..f(/-t-cosr) c/'ffdT 
TT 0 J0 2 '! -t- t - cos 'L c . 
+ I. I 3 S8 _L ~ f:?- 1ur, ,,...,fvt.cu-r-( + c. ) d't" 
. A c lrr 
Tf( I+ 6 l 'J.Jt.,) 
0 
t:::: I os'l: 
where r"1s the circulation due to the shed vorticity alone. 
The second of the above two integrals being simpler vii l l be 
treated first; thus 
f rr _f_ cos tr;- I 1-,r _c_CoS<t- 1..,.,.. _f_c.osT 0 e l2lr, (1 + c.o,'L)Ol--c;::: 0 e'~lr, . d't' -t 0 e 12 tr.· cos 7:' d'L 
This integration follows immediately from formulae (BB) and (Bl3) 
of appendix B, if ~' is replaced by ,;1r, ·and becomes 
. 1 e ii1t.c.os'C' (I+ COJ; 7:) dr =Tr Io (1;1r,) + 7r LC 1in) 
( C) o (C) where [ 0 121r.. and I, /-alt. are the modified Bessel functions of order 
zero and one. The expression for the circulation 
r" = _ i. fi.Aj"j__, e-'"1(, + c.os -r:) cf'S d r 
TT 0 ~ + I - C05 'r; 
0 c 
+ 1.1:s5e i :Ac A 
I+ 6 ii\ /t, 
can now be written a s 
As was done with expression (2.6) in section II- 2, it is 
convenient to introduce a symbol to repre s ent the latter part of the 
above formula. The symbol used is F; and for reasons vrhich will appear 
rl'tn 1 .u - 1n<:::1 L- - , ._, 
II- 3 
later it is introduced with a. minus signJ thus 
E =- _ 1.1358 ll..c e-1~1c. [I (s_) + L (L)) 
s I +Gil.Jt, 0 /~IC. I 121!, 
If /t, is eliminated by expression ( 2 . 2) section I - 2 , f takes the follow• 
ing form , I -
E= _ 1.13.s-B_ LJ..c . e- 3~ IL(-'-) I{ r )j 
5 I+ 3L/..C./IR L 0 31R +I 3/R 
2 
(3. 1) 
r7'' The.expression for 1 can now be written as 
r" =-- ii<Ai"iao e-i'J..1(J+cos-r) df dT - A,ffs (3,.2) 
7T o o '2 '5' + / - co!j T 
. c 
As was menti oned in section I - 4 , the ?m.thematical procedure 
is simpler if the order of integration is revers.ed for the remainjng 
integral of (3.2). Since the integral converges uniformly this 
reversal is permissible. With the hel p of algebraic manipulat ions 
this expression is put in the follow ' n g form 
r~· ___ i AAJ)"e-05! 2(! +1) ] 
- I d'L d~ - A Fs 1T o o ~ + I - cos T 
c. 
The second term in the brackets c'an be integrated at once. and the entire 
expression can be v1ritten as 
r " _ iX Al~i)«{ { ( 5 0f rr d T -- -- c 2. -+I ~ 
TT 0 C 0 £5_ i- ( - cosT c 
The remaining inte::;ro. l in the brackets is e.n int0zrnl of the :fo:r1:i 
1 rr d r . - J . [ a cos Y - b J.,, L = e<rc.s1n 0 a. - IJ co5 T Va'--h2 ' a -h c..o5 T 0 /'r . 
::::. ' f or co b Vo>- - h2 ' 
-r1here Cf= 2i + 1 and b =- /. Su'!:i s ti"-t1t:lng 
this result. r " becmaes 
r .. iAAjco -iA'f[ 2(Y+ljrr =--- e 
1T 0 v cg + '), - , • - rr)ds-AFs 
This result can rio1:r be reduced t o the forn1 
II- 3 
-.' ~': '. "•C ) l_JO(t.)( ".,(.) 
·-•: ; '" 1 ,.. :l :> ti.le so-o:i.lloc1. :-c..nkcl f'unct i?il of or der zs ro , ~-u1 
l i l:e·wise ,, H'.'2.J( 72c.) is the Hn.:':1kol f unct ion of or .or ane , vrh re "J..
2
c. is 
S:lr..ce U ' e above fb.r!.kol functions together wit i the ccoff'icicnt s 
T'i :.u. Q . ·1·1 Q 'r~~ ,- .... 10 e ri 0 ,_ ·. t. I .. l...:o , ' ~ -- [iV L the f ollarfr:1 t; 
Qo =. 1T' U£ Lf LAC e g . f-{~~( ~c) l (3. 3) 
...i.:n d 
tl.c H/a)(¥) Q, - rr i"Ac e-:z 
- '4 (3. 4) 
Using; this notation 1 the expression :f'or r" can be ~ut in its final :f'orm 
as 
(3. 5) 
By examination of expression (3. l) a it will be observed, 
that as the aspect ratio tends to infinity,, the qua.">lti-t;.J f; tends t o 
z ero. Express ion (3. 5) then t a kes the form 
r" ~ A (I + Q.o + ~') 
since Q. and G1 are independent of aspect ratio. This form is the case 
of the two dimensional flutter theory 'llhere Qo and Q, are the bas i c 
functions in the flutter problem. These functions have been computed 
for s evoral values of X c. J and are given i n Table 2 . 
lrfK I ./.J. -1,q(;FC:-O U 
11-:S 
TABLE 2 
Real and i.maginary values of _Q0 and Q 1 
i~c. (t.)(J. ) ). f Oo = r; i. AG e z i. H,. :: = - 17"4,l;_ Jo (1i) cos J. ~ + ~ ( ').i') 5 in "lz_c. 
+i.{J;,{"-f:)sin4j- Yo(~c)co:s¥J} 
AC 7'.c RZ Qo Im Qo Rl Q, Im Q, 
-z 
o.oo 0.00 0. 000000000 0.000000000 - 1. 00000000 0. OC·OOOCOOOO 
0.02 . 01 -o. 015234697 - 0 .047364299 -1. 00021183 -o. 009923 908 9 
0 .05 .025 - 0.0368'74213 - o. 096053281 - 1. 001044 50 - 0 . 024540339 
0 .10 . 05 - 0. 07062314:5 - 0.138183344 - 1. 0033 5559 - 0.048244290 
0.20 .10 - 0 . 131844776 - 0. 25543628 -1. 01028415 -o. 093482976 
0.30 .15 - 0.13692035 - 0.33107023 -1. 01925685 - o. l~-S6223682 
0.40 .20 -o. 23734981 - 0 . 39466031 -1. 02960596 -0. 176816578 
0 . 50 .25 -o. 28406176 - 0.4500 9835 -1. 04093 7 52 -0. 21552740 
0 . 60 .30 -o. 32769782 - 0.49957271 
I 
-1. 05299189 - o. 25256733 
0 .70 • 3 5 -0. 38672994 - 0 . 544463 57 -1. 06558684 .. o . 288109l2 
0.80 • 40 - o. 407 52002 - o. 585707 40 - 1. 0 78 58 923 - C.32229711 
0.90 . 45 -0. 4443 5397 - o. 62397302 - 1.09189888 -0. 3 5 52 5.'3 7 4 
1.0 • 50 - 0. 47946289 - 0.6 5975666 -1. 10543864 - 0.38708417 
2 1.0 - o. 76608325 - o. 936 518 53 - 1. 24466898 - 0. 6 5911803 
3 1. 5 -0.98417334 -l.1~1920159 -1. 380033 55 - o . 87605414 
4 2 -1.16525392 -1. 30682253 -1. 50756605 - 1. 05974251 
5 2.5 - 1. 32278166 -1. 45.'325970 -1. 62 733855 - 1. 220963 59 
6 3 -1. 46381203 -1. 58515-410 - 1. 74015916 - 1.36 587543 
7 3.5 -1. 592::52992 - 1. 7062 5636 -1. 84689339 -1. 49834119 
8 <:1 - 1. 71163 540 -1. 81892409 -1. 94831120 -1. 62095104 
9 4. 5 - 1. 82298079 -1. 92475378 - 2 . 04506491 - 1. 73 55.3076 
10 5 - 1. 9278 9'168 - 2. 02488'716 - 2. 13769990 -1. 84341878 
200 100 -8. 852143 - 8.87501 - 8.895604 -8.82914 
II- 4 Circulation due to Tip ' Trailing and Bound Vortices . 
------------"'--·---------------
f-',;fK 11.L - r'"l <.:J l': VI 
II- 4 
In section I - 5 , the dawn.wash formula is given for the combined 
effects of t he 'tip tra iling and the boun d vorti ces. It is given i...11. 
that sect ion a.s formula (5. 5) and is 
w'''=-L[/'J 
'2.1TC Viti 
Trans forming this to polar coordinates by mee.ns of fonnula (1.4) of 
section II• l , it becomes 
(IV"'" - A r Q + ~ + az. I ( ) Cl ] 
- -z:rr c L , o 2 4. - '2 a, + Ci,_ cos T + 4, co.s 2. i; . ( 4. 1) 
Substit;uti...11.g t his for VI in Mi.mk ' s i ntegral (1. 2) of section 
II- 1 , it becomes 
r 
111 
= - :rr f ( C?o ;- ~ i- ~'-) l.,,.dr t- (ao - ~z.)j~os TdT 
0 0 
,,, -( ~· -t-;r) fo:os 1 T dr + ~t. fo"cos 3 Tdr} 
where r designates the circulation about the wing due to the tip trail-
i..-ig and bound vortices a.lone . Performing the integra ticrn as indioo. ted 
a bove, the result be comes 
r"'-::: - ~6 (aa() -+2J,+a,) (4 . 2) 
He re again it is ccnvenient to symbolize the above e:xpressioo. . 
For this purpose. the symbol F;. i s introduced as follo\"rs: 
Fc = / ~ ( 8 Cf 0 + 2 a, + a 2) 
The circula tion r"can nov1 be written. as 
r"'= -AF; 
(4. 3) 
(4. 4) 
The quantity f{ i s a funct ion of the aspect r atio alone since a 0 ,a,end a, 
depend only on a s pect ratio . 'fhis is apparent i~ expressions (5. s). 
(5 . 7) , and (5.8) of sec-t;ion I - 5areexamined. 
II- 5 Circulation due to the !'quiva.lent l ~ in g Oscilln.tion Dovm:rn:i.sh 
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The equivalent do\'mwash due to the tra.nslatory and rotational 
oscillations of the wind is given by formula (6. 6) cf section I - 6 . 
This formula as there given is 
we = -n -Uo<. - t wcx..x 
It is convenient to change the variable x , to T • In changing; this 
variable it must be remembered that the ori gin o.f x is taken et the 
mid- point of the chord , soe figure 6.2 section I-s. In ~king this 
chsnge f ormula (1. 3) section II-1 must be used. f'rom this it .follows 
that 
. 
WO =- - J..i - U CX. - l w c ex co.s t 2. (5. 1) 
Substi tuting this expression in Munk ' s integral , f ornru.l a _ 
(1. 2) section rr-1, the circulation becorr~s 
r 0 = c 1'"< h" + UO<. + l ~(, <::)(. cos T)( I+ cos'T) dr 
r o o where designates the circulation due to WO . On integration the above 
• 
becomes 
II- $ Determ:ine.tion of the Total Circulation A 
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As was poi!lted out in section I-3., the downwash could not . be 
computed explicitly since the circulation about the wing -m.a unknown. 
For the purpose of computation the symbol A was introduced. This 
symbol is equal to the total circulation about the wing and it is now 
possible to write 
(6. 1) 
where the notation on the right side of this expression is explnined 
in the preceding sections of this chapter. Applying expressions (2.7)., 
(3.5)., (4.3)., and (5.1)., of this chapter., the following expressions 
results for the total circulation 
A-=-r
0
-AFr +A(1+G.o+G.1) -Al;-Afc" 
Solving this expression for A gives 
ro A= Fr-+ Ff +Jf-G.0-0..1 
Here r has been left in its symbolized form rather than fo.troducing 
its equivalent as given by expression (5. l) of section II- 5. 
Another symbol will n ON be introduced in order to shorten 
the writting of the fonnul~ . Thus let 
r=- Fr +Fs+Fc. 
The expression for A a.11. now be written as 
ro 
A-:: F-G.o-Q1 
(6.2) 
(6. 3) 
It is well to point out here., that as the aspect ratio tends 
to infinity., the quantity F tends to zero., and (6. 3) reduces to the 
case of the two dimmaional flutte r problem. The truth of the above 
becomes evident if expressi'ons (2.6) ., (3.1) and (4.3) of chapter II a.re 
exami ned together with expres sions (5.6 ) , ( 5. 7 ) , a.nd (5.8), of ch apter I. 
Chapter III 
LIFT AND Mrn.IBNT 
III - 1 Expressions for Lift and I!anent in Ter.ns of the Dmmwash 
In order to obtain the forces actine; on a wing , Euler's equations 
for fluid motion are used. Here however, only the X -canponent is used. 
This is given as equation (5. 2) page 113 . volume I of "Aerodynamic Theor~". 
W. F. Durand editor-in-chief' (see referen:ce 1). Neglecting the body force. 
the equation can be written as 
(1.1 ) 
A further simplification ca.n be made; it is called linearizn.tion. 
In chapter I , the velocity u of the undisturbed air strea.T~ was intro-
duced. In the neichborhood of the wing i the air is disturbed and the veloci t~ 
is no longer equal to ZI .. The x -canponent of the air velocity ca.n be 
written as U + u.. , where u takes on both positive and net:;a.tive values. 
That -pa.rt of the velocity designated by u is called the perturbation velo-
city, and is small ccrnpared to l/ . Since U is a constant, its derivativ 
, 
vli th respect to any variable is ze1·0 , then by replacin; u by U + u. in eque.tL.n 
(1 . 1) , it becanes 
or 
au ( ) au 
;)t + lf +LA dX 
ou +U~ 
;;Jt Jx 
:Nmv since u 1 v, ~ C>u. oX J ot..t. and d U are all small quantities. the o'J , ~ ~ , 
products of any two of them ;•.rill be neglected i n the alJove eq a.tion. 
V is large however, ·the te:rin U ;~ will be retained. Followint:; this 
procedure the above expression becanes 
au + u du. - - _, d p 
cit -ax - .f ax 
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(1.2) 
This is the X -ccmponent of the linearized Euler equations for fluid motion. 
To obtain the pressure on a w:ing , expression (1. 2) must be inte-
grated with respect to X • Consider the wing as a flat _ plate vlith the orig i n 
0 at the midpoint of the chord EF as shO'.'r:n in figure 1.1. Let J1 and f?. 
designate the pressures acting on the u pper and 
laffer surfaces respectively at point X Ex-
pression (1.2) is then integra ted along the chord Fig. 1.1 - Fla t Plate Wing 
(the ')( - axis) for both the upper and lov10r sur-
faces. Since there ex:tsts e_ singula rity a.t the leading edge (the point E ) 
the integration of (1. 2) is taken fran -E - ~ to ~ ; thus for the uppe r 
surface 
1 x ae d , ( >< du d d J_ >< · e-~ax X' =-f')_t_E..o'><' x-p CJt -e-%u.,(x)dx 
2 ~ ~ 
or pfx) -F,(-c-~) ~ f U(u,{x)-u,(-r:-i)]-f1 jt f _:,(x)cl>1 
/!. 
and likevdse for the lovrer surface• the result is 
' ffxl - P,(+~) = jJ U [ u,(>1) -u,(-e ~ ~ >] - p Jt 1:_ .s u, (x) clx 
2 
Since the point -£-~ i s in front of the leading edi__:e £: it is evident 
that tp(-t:.- ~)=fi_(-e-t) and U,(-E-~)~Ui(-t-~) ; hence the differen ce of the 
above two expressions became l( 
P,_ rx J -P, IX)= -f U [ tl,(x) - u,{J()) -jl Jt l,_s {u.,!><J-u.rxl)dx (1.3) 
2. 
·where f._(X)- P,{Y.) is the ro sulta.nt pressure on the wing. Dropping the fun ct i ono.l 
notation, multiplying (l. 3 ) by £/x and i ntegro.ting fran - .£ to 2 c. 2. 
' the 
lift per unit of span beccrr.es 
e 
L:: 1: (ff- P,) dx 
i! 
c 
= -f U J:(u1.- u,) dx 
2. 
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In the abovt' integrals it will be n oticed that both integrands are the same, 
i.e. 1 U-z..- IA.,. 
The quantity U 7. - IA, or rather (u._- v.,)dx can be shown to be the element 
of circulfation as follow·s. In figure 1. 2 the chord EF is shown and a small 
u xi rdx 
E ==--IJ.1 0 ~u2. 
c c 
2." z 
F 
rectangle one side of which has the 
length ei! X . The other s i de is assun.ed 
to be negligibly small can:pared to a'x 
so that it can be neglected.. If positive 
circulation is that which augrnents 
Fig. 1 .. 2 - Element of Circulation lift • the circulation about the small 
rectangle shovm in f'igure 1 . 2 . must 
be t e.ken in a counter-clockwise direction. This is based on the assunption 
that £ is the leading edr,e, F is the trailing edfe . the 11ndist1lrbed airstream 
U is frcm left to right a"' shown on the figure . and that the lift is up-.vard , 
The circulation around this rectani;ular element is then equal to 
If '( represents t he strength of the cir-oulation per unit of length, i.e .. , the 
vorticity, then 
or 
PART JI - P-4<7£ 5 : 
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~ubstituting this into above expression for lift, it becanes 
The first integral is the t otal circulation a.bout the wing ~ which is here 
des ignat e d by A and given by expression (6.3) sect i on II - 6 . Tue second ex-
prEssion ce.n be put i n simpler for:n by a.n i ntegration by parts. To beg:Ln 
with 1 l et 
/ 
t hen the second inte~ral be ca:tes 
j_~ [jx (o/}( }dx = 
2 -E-~ 
In the parts f ormula., i.e. 1 jfA elv =- wv· - J v-df,( let 
u-:::: F(Y:), dv-::: dx 
then du= F'(x) dx-=- to4 
Substitutin£ the above , t he· intPgra.l becanes 
c. . c. f jfTf [:dxjc1x:= x Frx)J_;-1,rxolx 
To eval ua.te the first term vrri te 
then when X = ~ 
and when c x -:.- 2. 
£.. F( ~) ::: LIMIT ~1 i r Jx 2 f .... C) IC. 
-~- ~ 
. -~ 
_.£.f(-f)-=--L!MIT2cf ~rd><:::.o 2 . ~--o 
-~- £. 2 
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The first of the above integrals is t;he circulation about t he wi:ng;, i.e. , A; 
hence 
Substitutine these results the e quation for lift becanes 
or 
J:__ 
L = f U A + P-{ ¥t -? $ t j f.2 Ix cl x (1.4) 
z 
Expression (1.4) involves a nmv integral. whi ch for the purpose 
of abbreviation vri ll be designat sd as Bz. ; thus 
c 
f32 =j.fa. tx dx 
2... 
(1. 5) 
The variable ~ • vthich i s the vorticity alon;; the w1nt; , can be expressed as 
a function of the downvwash v.r • The expression is given by von Xa:rman and Bu r.::;ers 
on page 46 of refe r ence 2, and is rearrant;ed in appendix D so t hat it appears 
as 
Tr 
0 _ 2.. 1 ur .sirr,_"t d-r: 
- 'TT$ in 6 case - co.sT 
0 
2. f 
+ '17"Csin8 (1.6) 
Here W-= f {'l) and the variable e is related to the X given in the integral 
(1.5) by the expression c x- 2. eose 
Substituting t h is value of X, and ~ as given in expres sion (1.6 ) . in integral 
(1.5) and integrP.ting with respect to e• it becanes 
(1. 7) 
For t he details of the above opera-'.:ions see a ppendix D. 
III- 1 
Fomul a (1 .. 4) can n01N be written canpletely in s:_,'!!lbolized fonn by 
making use of (1.5), thus 
L ~ p U A + 1'-;fr ~~ -p ~ ~~ (1. 8) 
In the above expression occurs two differentiations with respect to time . llie , 
fact that A is a function of time is set forth i n section I - 3. Sinee the 
dovrmrash ur , depends on A , it is evident that Bz. is also a function of 
time. This property is reviewed i n section JII..;3 • . In equation (1. 8) A and Bz... 
are the instantaneous value s , consequentiy the lift L. is an instantaneous 
value. 
The man.ent about the ~id- >: oint of the chord EFof figure 1.1 can be 
obtained , if equation (1.3) i s multir.:lied by xdx and i ntegJ7at e d fran the 
l ee.dint; edge (x :-~) to the trailing edge ( x::. ~} If figure 1.1 i s exa..~ined it 
will be noticed tha t vmen ~ is positive, i.e. , a point on line 0 t= , and ·/i - P, 
is -positive , the manent 'Produced .is a s o-called diving manent. Si nce i n a e ro-
dynamic theory a diving mcment i s usually taken negative , it vrill be advisable 
to introduce e. minus sign along with xdx . The manent can now be written as 
e. 
M = -J:r R.--f?) xdx 
.2. c 
== f U jS:-{ u,_-u,) xdx 
2. 
+ .P §t Li {[cu,-u,)ol~xdx 
-2 -£- ~ 
and since 
- Y dx = ( lA :z. - IA,) dx or say - (' = U,_-U, , the above 
can be written as 
G £[ )( J M=-_fujs:.2.'rxdx-1ftJ: L_~dx xdx 
) 2. z. of by means of expression (1 . 5 e 
M =- .fU"Ba -p~tf ~" [ f_~dx}xcix 
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As in the lift equati on , tho above expression can be reduced by 
placing 
F(x)=jt- eoclx 
-E.--z 
and integrating by parts us i ng the fo:rmula j ucl.v-= uv--jv-du . For this 
purpose let 
LA. -= F(x) , clv-= x dx , 
then d tA. = F'( x) d x-= t dx , - xl. V--2· 
The integral in the expression for the manent can nmv be written as 
~ x ~ j{' { L: dx J xclx = 1; F<><l x dx 
= ><"F<x)] i - J~r~·dx 
z -~ -~ 
~ 
=- ~ [ ~~ F(~)- l'" F(-~))-fj£~r)(,_dx 
As was shovn in this s ection p r F' ceding expression (1.4) 
.s;.. 
F( ~) = LIMITj a J'dx ~A 
E. --7> 0 c. 
-t-z. 
t and 
F(--f) = L1M1Tj-l. Ydx= O 
a e-.o -~-£. 
2. 
substituting these values the integral bPca.nes 
~ c =-1.. [J ~ddx] xdx = ~·A-~ r t)<'d x 
- "I -E--z -~ 
2. 
The expression fo r the manent becc,mes on substituti on of· the a.have 
va1ues t he followingr 
M : - p U B, - j> Jt [ -f A - 1_ l: tx·dx) 
z 
c 
_ UB cl. CJ A 1 d J 2 v 1.-' 
- -p z. - .P 8 &-t - zf at _ _f IX ~ X 
z 
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(1. 9) 
At tention is . called to the fa.ct that the above expression is for the instan-
ta.neous value of the manent. or in other words . the value at sane particular 
instant of time 4 
E;xpression (1. 9) also i nvolv e s a new integral , which is 
c 
J~" Ox•dx 
z. 
(1.10) 
Using; expression (1.6) and the relation X-=-~ cose. i ntegral (1.10) can be 
expressed in tenns of the dov.rnw-ash; thus 
c 7T J: Y><'dx = ~·1 ursin'T cos-r dT 
2. 
+ cl.r 
8 
(1.11) 
The details of this transformation are given in appendix D. For the purpose 
of abreviation the symbol B3 is introduced , and is defined as follavrs; thus l et 
rr 
f33 = ;,.3j W- sinz. T cos T dr (1.12) 
0 • 
Since r reorecrnnts the total circulation about the wing , i.crhich is i ' 
I 
herei n desi c;nated as A • integral (l.11) can nc:r;r be writte'1 in t he form as 
giv~n below, i.e., 
1~ d B C l.. A "tx,_ x= 3 + -g-
a 
Substituting this in expres sion (1.9) it beccmes 
/3 oc1..JA o 1- c~Aj /'v1 = - f U 2- - 18 ;; t + 1: Tt B3 + 8 
t"A KT .11 - //AGE Ot::. 
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which reduces to 
(1.13 ) 
Uentian has been-made of th€ fa.ct that A and Bz. are fi.mctions of t ime. This i s 
also true of 83 and is set forth i n section III-3. The mcment given by expression 
(l.13) is the instantaneous value . 
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III- 2 Evaluation of the expressions for Lift and ~:!: anent 
In the integrals (1.7) and (1.12) , of section III-1 it is to be 
remembered that 
ur = I.AT , -+ i-v-- II -t- ur , , , ;- ().}'(; 
'.Uth this expression integral (1. 7) oan be written as 
c~ fi" Be.= 2),(u.r' + lAT'" +vY"' 11 +WO) sin11.rdr 
C) 
It is c onvenient to separate t he above into fou r integrals. In order to desi "'-
nate these four t he follo-..rl.ng notat ion is use dJ 
l iT I CL 8 2 :::::.- LA.r'sinz.-r-dr e o 
, ' C'" B = - ur" 5in~ '1:-' dT 11T" 2. 2 0 
rr 
B "'- C'2.1 1 ~,_111 • 2 ...,_ /,.,._ 2.-Z vv .:>1n i.et .. 
0 
o c2 . 17r Bl.. z:2 0 ~sin'?: dr 
Fran this it foll ows that 
(2 .1) 
(2~2) 
(2. 3) 
(2 . 4) 
(2. 5) 
Integral (1.12) is handled in ljke manner, thus it also can he 
written a.s 
and also a l ike notation can be defined as 
. TT 
I c31 I • d 8 3 = 4 
0 
ur s1n-ar cos 7: '7:" (2 . 6 ) 
B ,, c31,,. " d 3 == 4 
0 
W .sin~ 7: cos T 'L (2. 7 ) 
8 111 c.3(rr '" . d 3 = 41 tAr srn-&.Tcos'l: 'L 0 . (2. 8) 
B; == c; f .,,.wo sint. T cos T cJ r:-
o 
(2 . 9) 
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where 
B = B' + B'' +B"' +8° 3 6 3 3 3 (2.10) 
The above integre.ls will be ~valuated in this section in the s rune order 
as . they are numbered. To begin consider int;:,gral (2 . 1 ). The do .. ·;nwa.sh W'is given 
in section I - 3 as expr€·ssion (3. 4) but since it is desirable to have lAr' ex-
pressed as a f.unction of 1: , the fo:rm as given in secticn II - 2 1·dll be used . 
On substitut ion of this fonn , integral (2.1) becanes 
" _.£ •-Qt Ae1e, · B z. - z. 
0 
2 rr n, ( 2 + i ~ n,) 
+ C [ £cos 7: .k. cos 'l: J] Ji, e //, - e1r,, cos 'L s in 2 'L d-r 
To brine this into form substitute for sin'"T the t ri;:;onanet r ic identity 
sinz. T" = -t(t-cos ZT) 
and for cos'!' cos 21:" use the ident:j. ty 
cos 1:' cos 2 r = ~ (co~ T + cos 3 r) 
I 
The integral for Ba.can now be written as 
c 
, Ac~en; 82 
= 8TT/h(2+iA-t.) [ 
•7 f 7T 4 I- l11/l, ~cos't" 
2 + i X It, 
0 
(I - cos 2. T) e · d 7: 
In this expression it wil l be no•iced , that there are four distinct 
types of integrals , t he value s of •vh : ch can be r iven at once b:,' :nean.5 of 
integral (Bl) of appendix B. Thes e four types 1vith their value s are 
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IT 1 efi.c:.os7: drc = rr L ('Ji,) 
1 lT £:. CDS "L ( C . elt, CDS 7' d-z- =1T J, h,) 0 
j"eftr.u.$-r-cos3rdi- =-7TI3 (~,) 
0 
Substituting these values in the expression for B~ and canceling the ;r , it 
be canes 
c 
B' = A c,_e- 4 S 4 + CAJz, [I (c.) I ( c. )i 7 
2. S/z,(Z+ i.~,-t,) LZ' +i7.lt, 0 /i, - 2 l!,'J 
+ %.f Io(~) - ~I,{~,) -I,(~,)+ ~I,{Jr.)J] 
The modified Bessel ftmctions in this expression of order greater 
than one can be reduced to or:lers zero and one by means of identities {.f33J arii (84-) 
given in appendix B. The fraction preceding the first brackets in the expres~ion 
for B~ can be separated into two tenns, one being unity and the other fract i o n 
containing LAlt,in the denaninator. Performing these ope rations the express i on 
can be written ~s 
+~[ Io(Yi.)-fI.(%,)-Io(~) + 2c/[. L(;J- 2t'L(~,) 
+( ~ + 4::~) J,( ~.JJ] 
which reduces to 
c 
B l:: A c'2...e7 i. f I 2/t re 2 4/[,,(c.+CJ..Jt,) 2+iA/r, TJ, n.J 
Using ex9ress ion (2.2) of section I-2 , i.e •• /f, = 
can be put in its final form : 
-fl... B' · Ace~ 
2=1+C7i.~IR 
8 
{ 
g[,(~) 
I+ l°ACA? 
8 
c~ 
4 
+( 2 '-4, +J)L(~l] 
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, the above expression 
(2. 11) 
The symbol Fir i s nO'tl introduced and is defined as fol lov1s1 
F,r= / +e¥ [i: ~ - 2~ I.(1,) + ( 2 ~ + ~) I.(i)} (2.12) 
This symbol, as well as the F's introduced in chapter II , is without dimension. 
Using this symbol B~ can be expressed as 
B~ -= A c F,T ( 2. 13 ) 
Next in order is integral (2. 2 ). The expression for the domnvash 
LAT"" is taken fro~ the first paragraph of section II-3. Substituting this 
value in expression (2.2) it becoues: 
(3.''-..S:f "[ iAA 100 e-l"J.~df 
'Z. - 2 0 n C 0 2c~ +I - cos "r" 
1.135"8 i f..A ;6- t~K, < t -cos-r:) 2 . 2 dr 
n-(l+G.i'J.ll,)c Jsm-r: 
As is to be seen , the first integral of the right me~ber of the above expression 
is a double integral, ·while the sec 0nd tenn involves only an integration vlith 
respect to T . As Vl8.S done in the integration for r" given section II-3 ,. the 
order of integr:;ttion wi 11 be reversed for the first term. 
,.., ~RT .11 - f-'7fGc r:n 
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Since the entire ri cht member of the above expression is multiplied 
by sin .. 't' , the first term of this expression will be multiplied by I - cos,._?:" 
and the second by 'k (I - cosz:t}. The expression for Br.can IlO'l! be arranged as sho-!m 
B'' = ;_}.. c Alcol-rr ( c.os"2. T-1) e-iX1 dr d5 
2 -a 1T cos't" -(U + 1) 
0 0 c 
1./35"8 i'J..c 1 
- 4- rr (1 + 6 i. 7-. n,) 
-- -i:.osT" c J" c A e ""· 
0 
e "''· (1- cos 2.T) d" 
Since the second i ntegral in t 11is expression ce.n be evaluated by ;neans of inte-
gral (/3/) of appendix B, it vrill be treated f irst . If ~ is r eplaced by /Z. c~. 
8 " i n integral (B/) , the second i~teGral . occurrinc in 2 can be written as 
1 TT ·_s;_cos T ! d L { c ) [ { C ) 0 €' /2./t, (I- cos Z. 1:') '1:' = Tr 0 /~n. - 1T 2 /'Zit, 
and ma.king use of identity (BG} , Given in appendix B. it becanes J "ef •. <•• ?:"( ' - ,.. z -r) d-r:- = 24;; l't, L ( i 2ctt. ) 
0 
B il Substituting this in the expres sion for a , gives 
B JI = i A c Al oOj rr ( cost.r- I) el1.f d-r d'$ 
2. 21T · c.ost"-{ 2/-r•) 
0 . <> 
6.8 t4B i "Jicll, A e- ,z.~. I ( c ) 
I + 6 i. Alt,· I Ti:i: 
A symbol for the second tenn will n0':1 be defined e.s foll °''ITS. Thus l et 
c 
6.a14a n..1t, ~-!Fif: I (-.S-) F,;= - I -t 6 L]..Ji, c:- I 12h. 
This can be reduced by means of expression (2 . 2) section I - 2 t o appear as shmm 
below: 
!;; - - /. 70 37 (,.ft. c ,.tf? /+~i.7.C~ (2.14) 
i:=- a II Before substituting f1s in the expre ·sion for 2. , attention is 
called to the fact that the integrand of the first integral is an i ·nproper 
fracti on. In view of this f act the fracti on can be put in proper form by 
B " long ~ivision and z can be written as 
1],,. - ( 2."t )2. '' t·Ac --ti -/ -0.f B;i. = -=fif A I c OS r -+ ( 2cf + ~ - ( i?. f c ) . ] e d T ol 5 + A c ffs 
- +I -cosC: 
0 0 c 
In this expression the integral of the first term is zero, and integral of the 
second is (~ + 1)TC. The :integra l of the third term how·ever, is of the same 
type a s was encountered in section II-3 , i.e. , 
rr 1,, _ r;:;<T 7T - -:-;::===::::::; v a-z.+b 21 
w·here 0 > b 2~ Here a=y +I and b=/ , he nce canceling the ;r resulting 
frcm the integration, the e:X::?ressicn for s;beccmes 
B~' = ii(c Al.,[ 21 +I - (¥--+I).,_- I) e-°'·sc/f t-Acf"c 
2 0 C v ( ¥ + v 2 - t' IS 
or 00 - . B~' = ;~c A 1 n~ +t -v (~~ + 1)2- t '] e-i"J.~5 +Ac fis ( z. 15) 
Using integral (c3) of appendix E , the above can be put in the 
follmrinr, f o:rm: 
B "- iJ..cAf--'-- 2 2 
- 2 i ~ A2 c -
= Ac[_!_ + -. '- + 71'4 2 lAC 
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This equation can be further NJduced by makinr; use of the symbol Q, as 
defined by expression (3.4) of section II-3; thus 
B ,, A [ , ' a, ~ ] 2. -:: C Z + t i\C + l/. C. + 11 $ (2.16) 
Next i n order is integral (2.3 ). For w-'"J the form given as ex?ression 
(4.1) in section II - 4 will be used. Using this expres3ion inte gral {2.3) 
be canes 
+ ~z. cos 2 T] sin 2 'L d 1: 
To integrate the above , replace 5in-z.-r: by /- cosl.r. and multiply each tenn of 
the expression by this factor. Since the technique of thi3 integrat ion is 
quite s i mple, it will be oni tted , and the f:i.nal result will be written without 
cmnnent ; thus 
B~" = ~z~ [16 Clo + 8 a, -+ 5 a 2 ] (2 .17) 
This will be symboli zed by the letter F,c. ; thus 
t=:c ==,i_8 [1Ga"+aa, +sa,] (2.18 ) 
so that 
B~'':::: Ac F,c (2 . 19) 
The last of the B;s is the integral ( 2.4). Express i on (5.1 ) section 
II - 5 is "used for LU;; in this calculation. Wi th this integral (2.4) becanes 
a: = ~i. Irr  -11 .:.... u ex - i ~ c ex cos "l:" 1 sin 2 'L o1 r 
0 
'hi ch integrates · n t once as 
(2 . 20) 
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:No symbolization other than that given above will be introduced for ex?ress ion 
(2. 20 ). For abbreviation, t .he symbol B; can be used • 
. Ex".)ression (2. 5) can ncr:1 1Je written by assembling expressions (2.13 ), 
(2 .16), (2.19), and (2 . 20); thus 
Ba= AC ff.r + Ac { ~ + i.: c + i~~ + F,s} 
]Tc. .... ,- • ] + AcF,c -;r- J1 + Uo< 
The symbol ff will be introduced such that 
r; = t=;T + Ifs + Ge. 
and vrith it Bi.. becanes, 
or simply 
82. - B:_ +Ac { ~ + i~c.-+ t~~ -r f j 
(2.21) 
(2 . 22) 
(2. 23) 
At tention is called to the fact, that all the above quantities a.re knovm for 
any particular wing , when t he air speed and the frequency of the \ring ' s oscilla-
ti ons are knO'Nn. Thus A , is given b;:,r expression ( 6. 3) of section II-6, and the 
relation betv1een w and A. is given by expression (6.3) of section I-6. 
The next integral is given by expression (2 . 6 ). Here again the sa"'!le 
dmvnwa.sh formula for w-' will be used , i.e. t he fo:on r.;iven in the .first para-
grap11 of section II-3, which is 
c 
A e- 7i. f 4 + i.'J..Jl, e ~,cos r: + .i'.-, [e#. cos T - e ~.CO$ Tcos -r-}r { 
w--' ::: 2 rr ,1t,( z + i-;. 1t,) 2 + i. 7i /'(, '"' J 
Substituti ng in expression (2 .6) gives 
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B' = 3 
- f. TT 
A c 3 e ll, j f 4 + i-,. 1z. e t, cos T 
8 1r Jt, ( z + i 7. Jt., ) 0 z 2. + i.71 /l, 
III - 2 
[ 
~ co.s , ~ cos 1: I} _J + ~, e ' - f? "· cos 7: s1'n-z..T co~ ?:a r 
By me~ns of the trigonanetric identiti es . the above integral can be rearranged 
to appear as shovm below: 
' c 
I A c3 e-"i, { 4 + i"J..1t, 1.,.,. .ff.cos r ( :-) d 
BA':: 32.TTJ'(,(-a+i'},/t.,) 2+t"An. 0 e I cos1:"-cos3/' 't"' 
' . 
1~ J c c.os7: I + ~. elf, ( - z +cos 't" - cos 3'1:" +~cos 4'1:") cir 0 
The integration involved in this expression is again an applicati on 
of integral (BI) • of appendix B • . Applying thi s integral, and canceling t he 
rr the expression for a; becanes 
, Ac3e-i. {'4+L.1.n, {l (.f:.) -I {s..)] 83 : 32.lt,(12+()../t,) C +il..I{, I ft, a If, 
+ ~. [ -£ Icl ~,) +I, ( k) - {~ ( ~.) + 2 14 ( ~,))] 
If /t, is e l iminated by ~ea.ns of expression (2.2) section I-2, and the modifi ed 
Bessel functions are reduced by means of identities {B3),(B4),and (BS) of 
appe ndix B. the above expressi on can be rearranged algebra ically so t hat 
_4 
B; = 1G(}t¥) { 1 _,_ ~ [ f.(1f) - : I.(:,)] 
+ ~ [ { 1-t ~) J0 ( ~ ) . - {I+ ~ + ~) L { ! ) ] J (2 . 24) 
For this expression a symbol To-r will be established; t h e c1efini ti on of which 
is g iven belov•: 
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+ ~ {fl +JR) Jo {-!) - {I + ~ + 'f 2) J, ( ! ) J J (2. 25) 
Fran this • B; can be written as 
(2. 26) 
To evaluate integral (2. 7 ) , the dormw·ash w"' is taken frcxn the first 
paragraph of II-3. Substituting this value of w-''in integral (2 .7 ) . the express iOl 
B " for 3 becanes 
B" _ ~1 "f iXAl 00 efi"A'f d; 
3 - 4 ( 1TC 2~ + I_ c.o.5 'C 
D O C 
J.t35"Bi'J..A 
11( I+ 6 i"A/f,) 
For the first te:rm of the right 7?1Ember sin ... 'f:'cosl:' >''l':i.11 be replaced by its equi-
valent cwsr- c.o.s3't" , and in the second term by ~ (c.os'T-C.OS31:) . If the 
B il order of integration of the first term is reversed. 3 can be w~ltten as 
B~' = i A c 2. A 1 co ( rr C0.5 7:' - to.s3 'L e i"">«( cl T cl$ 
~1T o Jo 2J-+1-c.os'T: 
1.13s-B iAc 3 A 
J61T(I+ bi'A /Z,) 
___ c c.o.s 't" 
c in-tJ /Zit, 
0 
e ;z.t; (cos T-c..oS 37:) d"t" 
The integral of the second term . beinc · the si:n~ler. will c 
evaluated first, This can be done by means of foimul a (BJ) of appendix B. 
By means of identity ( B 7) , the result can '::le g ive ·!. in terms of th e modified 
1 rrn , ..J..L - r riqL- • .. .,-----
Bessel functions of orders ze ro and one . The n.mwrator and donan i n ator of t he 
first integrand will be :nitltiplied by ·11inus one. 'Performing these o pc rati r:ns, 
B" 3 takes the fonn 
B " -3 - i ;Ac4,41oo1rr cos-:tT - COST e-Ui-g dT df 4 rr c.os "l:"- ( 2.'f + 1) 
0 0 c 
1./35"8 ii(c~A e-'2.c/(, L-48/t, I (s__) - h.'"L(_£_)11 
I 6 ( I + 6 i -;.. IC,) c 0 J 2- It, - II !5 2. c. I I 21(, J 
where the 1T has been canceled in the second term . 
~s -
At this µoint it is convenient to def~ne a SY!!l.bol F;; 5 such that 
1.135"8iAc .. L:>-,~li.[48~,L( c) /T.i"-I(_f;_)\1 
16(J+Gil.f(,) c; C o Jz11, - l/S2 [i '12/t,lj 
cA? 
Applying expression (2 . 2) of section I-2 , i.e. , /l,"" --;r- , the above for.nula 
can be reduced to 
I 
e:; = - o.ss-ia5 iJ..clR e- 3 1R [Ia( 3~) - {;J-RL ( 3~) 1 c2.21;\ 
t+-J:iACA? J 
,, 
The integrand of the first integral of 8 3 is an irn:_Jroper fraction. It will 
now be .:iade a prorer fraction by algebraic lont:i division . Performing this 
operation and substituting Fos • the expression for B~' can be made to appear 
as shown below: 
B "-3 -
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Carrying; out the integration with re s pect to T , the first term of the above 
_integral, i.e. ,cos'"t" evaluate.s as -; , the second term g,s zero , a.."'ld the t~ird 
as the bracketed factor thies Tr • The la.st term is an integral of the form 
1
,.,. 
of-r: _ IT 
o a - Jo c.osr - Vaz.- bz' 
which was first introduced j n section II - 3. As in t hat section . a.=- "fl-+ I and 
h=l Substituting t he above integrations, and canceling Tr with the one in 
B l/ the prefactor, _ 3 be canes 
+Ac2.Fos (2 . 28) 
The details of the remaining; i n tegration a.re given in appendix E. 
Usi ng the result there given, i.e. , expression ( E7) , the above fo:rmula beco~es 
I 
L ~ C. 
i.i\c. 
rr e c. H(2)(~)] 
-+ 8 iJ.C I '2. (2. 29) 
Making use of the notation defjned by expressions (3.3) and (3 .4) of s ection 
112'' II - 3 , 1-13 can be put in its final f orm as s hown oolovr: 
B " A t.. r , I 2 . Qo 2. QI c. 
.3-= c za -+oc -~ + Zil..c - A'l.c-s 
+ A c "1- Po:., (2. 30) 
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To integrate expression (2. 8) , substitute for c.v- "rormula ( 4 .1 ) of 
section (II- 4). Thus 
/33"':;:::£J~[ra +Q_'+ 4 '2.TTC 0 a 
0 
~ .. ) - i (a, +a 2 ) c.os r: 
-t" %--,. co.s a. T J Si n1.. 'L C..OS'L d'T: 
The integ;ration of the above expressi on is carried out b!f first replac inr; 
sin-z.r by /-c.os'--C- ,. and then multiplyjng ea.ch te:rm in the bracketed expression 
by the res '1 ltini:; factor. On collect inc; t e rms 1 the integration involves all 
positive ~ntegral powers of ws r as hi ~h as the fifth. Since the intei:;rations are 
elementary , the details will not be carried out here. The final result of 
) 
the above expression is 
83'" -= A cz ( j - I ZB a, + c:x..f-/ 
and the symbol Fae is adopted to mean 
~ = - IZ.~ (a,+ ct~) 
B ,,, 
Using this sY'nbol 3 can be wri tten as 
B ,,, A z.,::::-3 = C loc. 
(2. 3lj 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
The last integral to ev~luate of this sequence is a; . It is given 
by expression (2 . 9) . 
integra.l . (2o9) becanes 
For we, use equation (5. 1; section II-5, and on substitution 
1 
B.°= ~t(-11 -U0< ,·we. ) d 2 o< cos't' sin,_T c.os L' 't' 
As a result of the ·i_ ntegration the first two ter.n s in the parenthe sis van i sh, 
and the last tern gives the res'1lt that 
B Ill 1T . "f 3 =-64 t.WC 0(. (2 .. 34 ) 
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Uo symbolization w-i 11 be introduced for this expression. Attention is again 
called to relation (6. 3) given in section I-6, i.e., W .-= AU 
Express ion (2. 10) can now be assembled . Using expressions (2 . 26) , 
(2.30), (2.33) and (2.34). 8 3 can be written as 
B A 2.. C::- A z. [ I I 2. + Go 2 Q, l 3 = C for + c 8 + t?..C - iP·c.,_ 2lAC. - A'a.C" 5 
+A c'L Po's +A ci.f:c + ~ i. w c 4 o« 
As in the case of 62. , a symbol will be introduced such that 
(2.35) 
\'ii th this symbol, a.nd r eplacing f!;; iv.> L'*'oe. by its symbol B:s0 _ the expression for 
B 3 can be written as 
8 3 =-a;+ A ci. .[ ~ + I 2 Go 2.G1 c:-} ITC - ~'-C- f 2i..7'.C -~ +•o (2 . 36) 
III- 3 
III - 3 Fi ,ca l For.n of Lift a.nd. ''.anent Formulae 
In section I-3 the instantane ous nature of the circulation A , ':ro.s 
pointed ou.-t . Likewise the q~.lanti ties 82. and 8 3 defined by ex".')res >ions (1. 7) 
and (1.12 ) section J:II-1 respectively, are the instanta'l1.eous values. The three 
above mentioned quantities can be ·.vri tten as 
(3 . l) 
(3 . 2) 
(3 . 3) 
where A, Ba and~ are canplex cons t ants. 
The ti:ne derivo.tives which occ 'J. l" i n the lift expression (1.8), and 
t he manen t expressi or. (1.1~1) , can now· be calculated. Thus the above thrc 
expre ssions beco::1e 
and 
~ ~ 1-. ~ c w B2. e '". w t 
'dB~-:::iwB3ei<.0t 
at 
Using (3.lj . (3.2 ) , and (3.3) respectively, the three time derivr,,tives can be 
wri t ten us 
C)A 
Jt - iwA 
aal.. . 8 C)t" .:::.LVU 2 
f-'/IH r .11 - ~/IGE (tJ 
I II ··3 
Substitut1ng these values in ex:1ressions (1. 8) and (l.13) of section IIJ- 1 they 
. become 
L==pUA+ 1 iwcA -piwBC!.. (3. 4) 
and 
M --pUB -~.,.iwA t £ l0 w8 
- 2 /b 2 ' 3 (3. 5) 
On substitution of express i on (2. 23) of s ect i on III - 2, i n the above 
ex:r.iression for lift , it be c ones 
L ==.PU A + ,Pz i (.,l] cA 
- f i w f. B~ + Ac [ ~ + Q, + l"J..<:.. + _F, J} 
Eli."!l i nnt:i.nl_ A by "ieans of relation (6.3) section I-6, i.e •• w,..J.U the abov,~· 
expression reduces to 
Substitut ing for B;express i on (2. 20) of section III - 2 and expres sion (6 . 3) of 
section II-6 f or A , it be canes 
L=- piw[- ~c1 (h. + Uo<)] 
whi ch red uces to 
pUr 0 ~--=-[Qi + F-Go -Q, 
L:: .: J iwc,_ ( h + Uo<) 
+ pUr 0 
F,} 
If expression (5 . 3) of section II-5 i s s ubstitu·t;ed for r-• , the above bec o ·ies 
i we. t=" 
U(h• U lW4 C rv) Q, + -0 
1
' 
-f-1TOC + O(+--._..... 
) Qo + Q, - r 
At this ooint the symbol ~ is introduced. and is defined as 
Q + i. WC. r-1 u r, 
Q 
-+Q _ F (3.6) ti I 
Substituting th i s in the above ex~ression for lift . and reRrranging , it can be 
written ir' jts f :.nal form as 
+ U i2. {iwc ( iwc.) i5} 1T ,Pc 0( 4 u -+ J+ 4 u ~ (3 . 7) -
The manent expression (3 . 5) will nrm be put in fine.1 fonn. For 82. 
in this expression substitute fo1mula (2.23) section III- 2. and for f33 sub ti -
tute fornula (2.36) of section III - 2. The expression for the manent now be-
c anes 
M= -p U [ 8,_"+Ac { ~ + i~c-+ l~~ + f J] - lj.~'" iwA 
+E-iw\B0 +Ac2..f1 1 2 Qo 2.G; r:-J} 2 l. 3 LB +Che - Al.C· + 2.i:Ac - iP·c.,_ +,0 
Eliminating A by relation (6 . 3 ) section I - 6, the expression beccmes 
+fo] 
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vrhich reduced to 
M ==-pYBl0 + ~ LwB3" +pUAc[ ~0 + ~~c Fo-F;} 
Substituting for a: expression (2 . 20) se ction III-2, for B; expression 
(2.34) section III - 2 , e.nd for A expression (6 .3 j section II -6, the above 
expression becones 
IV1::; -:J pc'-U { h + Uo<} 
Q. + iwc £ _ F, 
+-1LlJw2clf-o<......,....nUrocT 2U o ' 
I z. 8 J r Go + Q, - F 
Substituting expression (5.2) secti on II-5 for r 0 , the above can be written 
as 
If in the latt er fraction one · 1ong divi sion is made the above expression can ~) 
reduced to 
M= ;rpc2.[J{ w-i.ca. o< 
4 . 32. u 
l we ex 
~ 
+ ( n + U<>< + i~c ex) 2 i.wc r::-Q. -F+4F, - u ro Qo f-Q, -F 
It is found convenient to symbolize the latter fraction occurring i n 
the a';ove exoression ; thus ~ ·w 
- ~t ~ 
- . Q, - F + 4 /i - u F; Q~ == ---o:---~-------Go + G1 -F (3.8) 
The mcment equation can nov1 be put in its final form as sho':n below: 
+ TT 2. u2 [ W'-C2. 4 pc o< 3zu10 iwc { iwc)Q J 4V ~I+ 4U ~ (3 . 9 ) 
lrtn I J.J. - ,--"'fQ C-V / 
The quant ·ties /j and QA'l. .a.re crn1plex functions ; ence it is desi rablf; 
to split them iitt o real and irnacinary parts . To do thi2 the follmrting notati n 
is adopted, thus 
~ ::: I;;" + i GJP. (3 .. 10) 
and (3 . 11) 
Relation B0tween 7.. • Uil, and J:l_ 
In section I-3, the instantaneou s value of the circul ation A ws.1 
introduced. Also in this section the quantities ~ , and w were introduced; 
the flight velocity l.J having been previously introduced. In section I-6, 
the instantaneous nature of the downwa:sh is set forth and the relation be-
t ween A , w , and U is given. Here a n explanation of this rel tion is 
given. 
In figure Al ia shown the wing chord E F , and nlso a. sine . curve 
wi th the S -axis , ( cf'. f' igure 3.1 section I - 3). Let this s in curve 
represent the :strength of one of the wake trailing vortices at some par-
tioule.r instant of time. As the vling continues to oscillate 
~, -
5~ ---------
u 
F G; 
Fig. A.l . - Figure for the Determination of the relation b etween ). , w , and U • 
the vm.ke trailing vortex is contino s ly generated and flows down stream with 
the velocit y lJ , retative to the wing . Since the sine curve represents the 
s trength (, of the trailing vortex, say bhe rea l part of (, , since it is 
complex, this sine curve can b e thought of as flowing downstream with· the 
velocity U . For a smal l elapse of ti~c it wil l move only a smnll distanoe; 
for a larger interval of time i t will move n greater di !;te.nce . For an inter-
val of time e1.ual to a complete period,. the sine curve will move downstream 
just far enough to again coincide with the instantaneous photograph. shown 
, ... 
A 
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in figure A.I. The ordinate original ly at G-, , which is at a distance ~, 
do~nstrea.m , is after this particular period of · time, at point &, , a dis-
tance fz. downstree.m . 
The time required for thi.s displacement to occur , is equal to the 
time required for one cycle of the wing 's osci l letion . The time for one cycle , 
f d . ti I 6 i' s T = ~ ~ as oun in sec on - , ......., • The distance between point Gi and 
Gz. is then just one wave l eui;th of the sine curve . I n order to determine this 
wave length , reference is ma.de to f0rmula (3 . 1) of section I - 3 . This formula. 
is 
or in t r i gonometric notat ion it is 
a, ~ A ( c.os J.~ -i sin J. "5) 
Since the valu~s of f, shown at points G, and G-4 on figure lA are equal it 
follows that I and .. 
Since the is not equal 'bo A 5''2. and just one wave length is in-
volved , it follows fr om the periodicity of the sine and cosine that 
X 5,+ 2. rr == A S-a. 
or ~l. - s I ::: 2.A'TT 
C nsequently from the period -r-, and the wave length, it is apparent that 
TU 21T T 
or 
S!! U- 2rr {,() - x 
From which i t follows that 
The above may be obtained from a considero.tion of the fact that the 
quantity A, occurring in equntion (3 .1 ) of section I-3 , is an instantaneous 
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value . From thi e vievipc ~~ ~1t A may be wri t ten as 
- iw-C A =A e 
where A is the complex am:Jli tude of the v ortex strcnr;th . Substi tutint:; in 
e quation (3 . 1), it b ecoilles 
(A I) 
If the point G; is flowi ng v:it h the curr ent . lts fl.bscissa. 5 wi ll i.ncrea e-
with time in such a way t hat s = Ut 
If t he strength o f' t h e trailing; vortex i s t o remain cons t ant f or th s point G; ,; 
as it flows do'fmatr erun , then the exponent o f equat i on ( A l ) must be co 1stant , 
i. e . , in this cas e wt---;....~;:::. constcmt 
or more s pec i f ically 
wt -A Ut =constant 
rr t he abov e is written in the f orm 
(w - ;\ lJ) t-== constant 
it is e.pparent t hat i n order for t h is t o remain const<:..nt p f or all time s g it 
must be t rue t hat 
h ence , the c ons tant i s zero . 
In section II-2, the intl'3grals (2.1) , (2. 2) , and ( 2 . 3) arft glv n tn •. 
gether with n rf)currenca formula , J2 (~,) = J0 {~,) - 'Zi·J,{~,) 
To outline the procedure of a.pp· ndix B, the e;enera.l recurrence formul a. is firot 
d ev eloped , see expression {B 2) . l'li th this general recurrence f0nnula, tho x-
press1on eiven 1bove , togothor with two othor recurr.,nce formulo.e, ,_.re h '- ,1 ·1 .. rl , 
sec express ions (B 3 ). (B 4 ), and (B 5). These formulae a.re derived without 
using the theory of Bess el functiona . Secondly , tho tlbova mentioned intae;ra ls 
are worked out by means o f series @xpension s , and their rela.tionships to the 
Bes sel functions are set forth . 
The recurrence fonnulae are here derived by means of the prop rt ies 
of the integrals . These i~tegral s are each given by the expression 
1 u e*-Cd' "cos nT dT = 11 I., ( ~.) (B l) 
when n is given its proper value. The integral (B l) is a special oa.se of 
Hansen's integral and holds for n equal to zero or any integer. 
To obtain the recurrence forrnula consider the two trigo~ometrio 
identities , 
cos (n-+1)'T =- c.osnt:cos-r-sinnr5inT 
and 
co.s(n-1)T =-cosnr cosr+sinnrsinr 
(:n subtracting these two identit i es the result becomes 
cos ( n + 1) r-cos (n -t)T =-2 sin n-r sin r 
or 
c.os (n+t)T = cos(n-1)T-2s1·n n'T: sin T 
In the latter expression replace n , by YJ-1, and the following trigonometric 
identity is attained , 
cos nr cos (n -2) r - 2 s1·n (n-1)T sin r 
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Substitute this expression for cosnT in the integral (B 1), and i t becomes 
jTref.cos-i- {cos(n - c)T-2 51.n(n-1)-r: sinT} dr =Tr In(~) 
0 
Now in integral (B 1) repnce n , by n-2, then 
,., 
;: 
~ t:O.S-t' C 
e cos (n - 2.) T dr = TT In-z ( ;;r.) 
hence the f onr.er integral becomes 
1T !,,_,( ~.) - 2 [ e~.~Tsin(n"J) T :sin(' dT =' TTL{~.) 
I ntegrate the rema ini ng integral once by parts. Thus for the parts formula 
, let Ju cl 1T :::. U?r - f trd U 
u ==sin (n-1) r, d e-". cos"?'" . _, ir = n.. :51nr "1T, 
du.= ( n -1) c{)s(n-1)£ dr, 
Substituting this in the above expres sion gives 
I ( c ) S [ /f. £cos i- . J rr 7T n-2 ff. - 2 l -7 f? 11 • s1n(n-1)T 
0 
1.,,. .f..c.osr } c + ( n- 1) "i' 0 r?"' cos( n -1) T dr =-TT In ( 11,) 
Since n · i s a pos itive integer the second te)rm of the left member is zero , 
and from (D 1) , it i s appar~nt that the integral is rr I'h-1 ( ';,) 
hanoe 
or 
(B 2 ) 
If h is put equal to 2,3 , and 4 , the three identities used here-
in can be obtained from (B 2), thus 
Ia(ff,)::: L(ft,) - 2c!t, I,(~,) 
I3r~.>=-4c1c·1or~.) +{1+ 8tl)L<H;) 
(B 3) 
(B 4) 
••L.:.:...---., · ·-·- -
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and 
(B~) 
c c If ~' is r .plac 3d by 12 n in (B 3) and (B 4) two more required ide~tities 
are obtained; thus 
/ 
I ( c ) I ( c ) _ z 4 j(, l (_s_) 2 ran, :::: 0 1211, c 1 /Ztt, (B 6) 
I(~) __ 4sn, I ( c ) ( )(,t)I (~) 3 12Jr, - c 0 12.JT, + I + (/Sc er I 12!1, (B 7) 
I t i s only necessary to integrate (B 1) for n = o and 1 • For 
n-=- o • the intcgre.t b ecomes 
1 rr .f:.c.cs rd f?!t· r 0 (B 8) 
This integration is performed by expanding i~ a &9ries and in-
t egrating term by t e rm . By this means , a series will be d •Jtermined for the 
function Jo{fi,) • c ~ -co.-1: !'x:panding c:-- ,.,, in a power series gives 
c ~n.cosr -- c I c.. .,_ I c3 
c 1 + 1r, cos r + 2T n.~ co.s r + 3 1 n.3 co5 3 -r:- + · · · 
or symbolically· OD 
p~.c.os"C =. · L 
-
1
- cl'(cosf(...,....+··· + f< 1 fl/< L 
-- -- cos>< T I ( C) K x ! /7., 
Since the above s eries converges uniformly , for all vulues of h, 
it can be i n tegrate ter.-::t by term. It then follows that 
jefi,cos-r dr = f_ ;1 (~.)k jrrcoskT de: 
o k~O D 
If i'<. is a.~ odd i nteger , it can be shown tha t 
j-rrcos I< r d.r = O 
0 
a.."ld 7: • 
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To show this l et T= e + 1T 2 , then when r -: 0 • a.nd 
e = ~ when T:. TT . Substituting 
TT 
;.:osK -rd-r = L:o5K ( e+ "f} cfo 
0 2 
Since the sin e is an odd function with respect to the origin , and since ""- is 
is an odd function with .respect to origin . From the fact, that 
the integral of an odd function taken over an interval symmetrical with res t-·ect 
to the axis o f th o ordinates is zaro , it follows that 
f."cos>< -r d-r =O 
Omitting the odd term , the series co.n now be ·written as 
£. C()sT J ( C )' I ( C )'+ e1t, = I + e! rz, cos 2 'T + 4-! rt., C05"°T + • · • 
+ --1~ ( ~)u<cos 2 n: T + · · · (?K)! /(., 
and the in tcgral b ecoriles 
1 TT £-cosT 2=00 I ( C )21<.1 11 J e 111 d [ = - COS zt< T T' ( 2. I'{ )! fl, 0 k= 0 ° 
It r amain s to eva.l ua te 
Let t!ds inte;ral be designated as 
CK = 1:t>Sa~ -i:dr 
0 
from \~hiol. it fol lows that 
(B 9) 
v:her K in th fir s t integrul ho.s 
i 
I 
~ ... P ndi B 
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'~ en r-:iplaoed by K- I , h.nd likewise it 
I 
follONS that 
- Tr 
c><-r- = j coszK-zr T clr 
0 
If K::: O , the integral for CK becor01es 
Co -jdr == 7T 
0 • 
The integral Cx ca.~ be written as 
CK = iTTcos •K-• r COST dr 
Next intecrate once. by parts; thus in the part s formula J udv- = IA 1r - f v-du , 
let 
then , 
U = COS 2 K-J 7:, 
du.= -{21-<-1) cos 2 K-z.T :sinrdr, 
ofv =COST dT 1 
v= sinT", 
hence , ex= cos 2"-'r sinrL" + (21<-1)j~os•K-•r s1t7 2 rcf-r 
· The first term of' the right member is zero , and the second can be modified 
by substituting / - cos :i.T for sin.,_r » from •hich i t. follows that 
c" = (ZK-1) ["cos••-• T (I -cos 'T) d-r-
- (2K-1) j"cos•K-"-rd-r: -(ZK-l}[~os'"TdT 
- (ZK-1) CK - I - (zK -1)cK 
~ulve the above for c~ a..~d t he following recurrence formula is obtained: 
2K-/ thus ZK CK-I 
By r .peated nppl icat ions of this formula. , the intocral Ck oan be eT"alua.ted . 
To this effect replaaa k in tho above formula by K-1 and i t becomes 
211{-3 
Cl<-1 = 2.U<-1) Cl<.- 2. 
1 : . ix L 
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Substituting thia in the form · ls. fo r Ci<. , it becomes 
,c ontinuing in thi s ma.nnor 
( 2 1-<-1)(2r<-3) (21-<-s) 
c - CK-3 1< - Z,,_ Y< ( K -1 )( K-2) 
By :cnathemat cal ,inducti.on CK can be written in tarms of CK-r ; thus 
( C.K- t)(cK-.3) •• •(2K.,...2r-t- t) 
CK-= 2,.. K (1<-1)(K-2)···(K-r-t1) cK- r-
Now let /- = f'<. then Cr-t< =. Co -:::. TT and . 
( 2 K-f){ZK-3) ••• !F·3·J 
CK= 2"' K (K-r)(f'C-Z)···3·2·1 TT 
•vhere 71 has been substituted for Co • It will be nctioed that the derrn;d -
nator , aside from 2K , i 3 11' 1,, but tho numerator is not a factorial num~_r. 
The numerator can be made (~K ) 1 if it is multiplied by 2 H (Z.K-2)(ZK-4) .. • 4·2. 
I f this is done it will be nec essar-1 to di'vici.e y the same nn.i•Ar , b·'"1t lt 
shoi.:ld be obser•ad r.at 
2 K(ZY<-Z)(ZK-4) • • · 4·2. 
2 K(ZK-2){2K-4) · • • 4· 2 
from which it follows th&t 
2K(cK .:.. 2){2r<.-4) .. ·4·2 _ 
/ 2-K [Y<(K-l)(K-2) • • • 2• a 
c (2 K)! TT =jrrc.os 2 t<Td.'L 
X 2Z'<(l-<l)z. . 
0 
If this is sub::;tituted in expression (B 9) , it becomes 
. 00 
= 1T L 2~~:K!)~ (~,)a~ 
k=O 
On opmpe.ri r~~; this with (B 8), it is c leer that 
00 
I (.f..) _ ~ I ( c )'K o /[, - L_ z21<(K!Y F, 
K-= o 
(B 10) 
(B 11) 
• :h ·_,_ .J'... B 
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Following the outline given in the first :paragraph of this appendix » the 
re lat ion which lo(~.) 
In particular , !0 ( ~) 
bears to the Bessel functions, will now be shown. 
bears a relation to the Bessel functi on of the 
first kind and of ~ero order . The Bessel function of the first kind and 
of zero order is written symbolically a.s • where X is the 
variable concerned. 
The usual way t o express the Bessel function is by series . The 
series for the Bessel function of the first kind and of zero order is 
+- ... 
This is given as formula (1.6) p 49 of "Mathematical Methods in Engineering ," 
by Theodore von Kinnan and Maurice A. Biot (reference 3)o The above ex-
press ion can be put in the following form 
J;,(x) =/ xi x'f X" + - ... 2'"(/!)£ -t 21t(c.D ... Z" (3J)Y 
Now let X= {, ..:; where i= r-1 • then 
or , this series can be wri ttan as 
Comparing this series with expression (B 11) , it is evident that if y = ~ ' • 
thf) twu a.re identical, hence 
J;, ( t' ~.) = Io ( ~,) (BU?.) 
In some texts on Bessel functions the symbol is 1·1ri tten 
as J,, (i 'j) . This is also true in certain tables giving nun1or:i.cal values 
of Besael funct ions; the tables giving [ 0 ('1) a.re entitled as va.J.ues of 
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The last topi c of th ia s.ppondix ccncern3 inte :,ral (B l) when n =- / , 
i.e.,· 
1 fr S (.OS 't' I'.: 0 e... cos r dr =TTL( n,) (B 13) 
This is integral (2.2) of' section II-2. Here the integrand is expanded in 
the same way as integral (B 8) was treated; thu5 
~ c.os7: en, COST= co.sr-+ (.f:)cos2.r + - 1 (.E.)1..cos 3 r n.. 2! n, 
_I _ (_£.)Keo 5 I(+ I T: 
x ! ll, 
This series also converges uniformly and can therefore by integrated term by 
The typical integral in this series is 
j;osK«rdr 
This integral is equal t q zero if K +I is odd , as was pointed out in the 
case of integral (B 8) o To elimini;>.te the odd powers of COST in the above 
series , replace f< by 2 K ~ I and it becomes 
e"· COSTdr 1 rr ~cos'?"" ~ . I = j__ (2K+t)! 0 X=O 
The integral to be integrated is now 
'Tr J. cosz.""-+ 2 -r: dr-
where /"{ = 0, I, 2. , 3_, • • • This can be integrated by means or formula (B 10) 
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if ).( i s repla ced by X +I : thus 
. ,,. 
1 1''2.1-< + 2.) ! 0 Cos 2. K ~ 2 r- dr = -,,.,..,...;'-=-= '::-::-~~:;- TT z 2 t<+a[{K+-1)]2.. 
Substituti ng th is expression , the desired integral becomes , 
.1" c 2=co it c.os'T I t? I cos l dr = (211'+ t)J o K=O ( C)2K+I[ {ZK+2)} l 7f, 22~+2.[(K-+•)l]i. "s 
I ( C )'K 
2 ~ ~ K ! ( K + I) 1 }7, (B 14) 
On compa ring ~~th integral (B 13), it follows at once, that 
(B 15) 
To show the rel ationship between L (~,) and the Bessel functions , 
reference is again mo.de to von Karman and Biot , "Mathematical Methods in 
Engi.neer'ng ," ( see reference 3) . On page 57 of this book is found the fol -
lowing formul a: 
J;,( x) = x2. x'f !!(J/+t)C.'2.. + 2f(V+t)(V+2JZ" -··} 
This is the series for the Bessel functi on of the first kind , and of any 
order . The symbol Y designates the order . Here the interest lies in the 
Bessel function for which ).) = I Placing V =I , the above expresslon 
becomes 
J,(x) I [ Xa 2. r(2) X I - Jf(2)Z.2. + x~ J -2-! (_2_)_( 3-:-)-24-:- - .... 
Since the value of the gammn function is one, i.e • • the rr~ .. )::. I, the ex-
presaion can be writ t en as 
- x L- x2.. J, { X ) ::::: 7 I - Z 2.1! ~ f 
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Now let X-= l 'j , a."ld the expr e sion written with its K ~ term 
be comas 
J,(f 'j) = i1. [1 + 
. 2 2 2 1!21 + 
+ 
+ ... 
!121<. ---~+···] 2 4 x Kf(K+ I)] 
or J ( i 'j ) :::: i2!1 00 2 y21< __..,....__ 2'1< K f ( K-+ I )J 
K-=O 
Multiply both sides of this expression by - L , and it then takes the fol-
lowing form: 
y L !:1a"" 
-i J; ( t' lj) - -2 I ( I 2 2KK.. K-+t). 
On comparing thi s with aer ie ( B 1 5 ) , it will ~e seen if U =: £ , that 
:.J )'(, 
(B Hi) 
Here a.gain it might be mentioned , that there a. re certain tre:::. t L:, e~ 
on Bassel functions wh ich o n ot reco~niz e t h e s~rmhol J, (i '1) , but in 1 t~ 
stead use the sy:nbol - i J; ( [ <j) , and tables are given accordin~ly. It 
might al so bo pointed out , that t hl3 resul ts (B 12) a...Tld (B 16) can be e;en -
era.lized; thus 
where V= the order of the function . This formula is given on page 62 of 
reference 3 . 
1 F""JI\ f -'...L- ~ 1 /1\J l- '-' _. 
A .p ,,ndlx C 
Tho lnteEr~ls or 'action II - 3 
Before evaluat_ing the i nt gral of section I I -3, it i s a clviae. le 
to define the Hankel functions . These e.·r e given as equat i ons (3. 7) po.ge 
59 in "Mathematical Meth ods in Engineering ;" (see referenoe 3) :. . It is how-
\ 
ever, only the second form which i s used hero , i . e ., 
where )) designates the order of' the function\. 
\ 
The funoti on J/,) (X) was explaine~ in appendix B, as the B ssel 
I 
function of the first ki nd; in like manner , ~ ( ')() is cal l ed the Bessel 
I 
1\ 
function of the second kind. It ia also def'ineq as a series, and i s e sol-
u+;ion to Bes sel • s differential equation. Ile're , , a l ]), that is employed are the 
orders zero and ono1 hence 
i Y<x) (C 1) 
H(Z) ( x) = J, ( x) ~ i Y, ( x ) ,: \ 
\ (c 2) 
' To bring the integral of section II-3 i n to recognizable f or:m . it 
·.' 
... 
is necessary to ma.ke the following su!bsti tut ion in ~egards t o the variable 
• 
To this effect , let 
g = ~ (:5 -1) 
; 
. I df=5-cJ~ ~ 2 I 
t hen 
\ 
\ 
\·. 
.. 
•'. 
For the limits of integration, it is evl~ent that ~ -::::: ., when ~ ;::: o , 
\.. 
and ~ ~ oo when f= 00 
of sec ·ti~n II-3 bc;comes 
,, 
,• 
I. 
us irg 
I 
this substitution t hl" integral 
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T:he integral on the right will be treated as two integ;ra.ls, s ,para.tad as 
follows' 
(C 4) 
and 
c 5 ) 
A..-.. integral which evaluates (C .12_ will riow be constructed from 
91.ntegrals XIV and XV 1 of Theodore Theodor sen' s "General T-i'.eory of Aero-; 
\ 
dynamio Instability and t he Mechanism of Futter"; T.R. No. 493 N. A.C.A . 
I. 
1940 (reference 4) . Multiplying t he first of these \integrals by and 
addin{; to the second , they beci:Jme 
By means of expr~ssion (C 1 ) , and from the fact that 
• . L -i."4.x 
COS K X - l SI n T\ X =- €J , the above int.c;t;;ral can be put in the rollowing 
form , i .e ., 
Jooe_iJ<.x d =-II'H'"l(k) v I x 2 l 0 x2._, I (C 6) 
On comparing this vd th integral (C 4) i t is evident that 
Joo e- i~c. r v ;; d5 $2.-1 I - rr. H12.'(2£) - -2 l 0 2 ( C 7) 
The method whi ch f ollows conc erning; integ;r.al ( C 5) ~ s t:;i".ra11 i n 
I '. 
a...-ri article writt en by Theodo re von Karrruin a nd Willia..~ R. Sears~ entitled 
"Airfoil Thc.-.ry for Non-Uniform 1•Totion, " sea refer enc~ 5. 
In order to u ild up s.n integrnl whloh will '~orrespontl to ( C 5) a 
cons i der the identity written with the h elp of inte:~ratl1 ( C 6 ). i.e. , 
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The integrals being convere;ant ~ the next s "!:G p is to differentia t e •1ith res pect 
to k • The left side of the above expression yield s a conve~bent irrtegr a l 
when differentiated ~ while the intee;ra.l on the richt side becomes divor.:.:;en-t , 
it is bounded in absolute value. To me.b this integral oo""Jverge after dif-
f1~rentia.tion . a new variable t is introduced . Let 
f<. cf.><. For the limits of int r~g.ration t = k when 
t == k x , t. e::i d t = 
X =I and t = oo 
wlrnn '>( = oo z hence 
Replace 
k) e-iklCdx = - ~ i Ho' 2)(1<) -1 00 e-it dt 
k t 
lwo<~>(k) I. by its equivu.lent as f;iven by expres s1.on (C l}i, and 
differentiate both sides of tho nbove expr1C1ssion wl th r,espect t o k u.e fol~ 
lowsi 
where the primes on t he Bessel functions d~si:;nate differer.tif:;.ti.on v:ith 
respect to k Di vi dins this oxpl"'ession by - i i t becomes 
Joor X - ] e-i/.<.xdx == .1I [. T'(k)- l Y::'(, K)\1 yx-a.-1' I Z Jo o 'J I ·. -ii< e Tk 
The derivat ives of the Bessel f.unc tiona of order ze~.o !ire bi ver1 as 
I 
' ( 2) 60 . fh.~A-1- t • l" tlr. , . ......,. i .. " ( equations '1. , pnge , in roa.v.lemn ica me •lOO.S i n 1•,nc;ineer\:!.nGs referenco 
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3), and are 
- fx r::r x) ::: Y,(x) 
henae 
J/(k) -i Yo'(t<.) =. -[ J(x) - iY,(x)) 
.By eq,rea sion : (C 2) , the &bovo e quals -H,( 2 '(x) . Usin~ this result the 
above i ntegral ca.n be writ ten P.s 
On comparing this wi t h integral (C 5 ) , it will be observed that 
)
co iilc _.f:.1..s,. [ ~ - 1} e--z-r; d.~ == - 2 ~ z - .JI. H'''(~) t~,_-t' tf.C ~ I 2 
I 
(C 9) 
Since the above integral converges , it re;,.re3ents the function on the ri0ht 
hand side a 
Usini; esults (C 6) and (C 9), integral (C 3) c&.noo put in. its 
(C 10) 
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.Appendix D 
Details of I;xpressions. Occurring ;_n Lift ~nd ·r. anent Equations 
Von YannM and Bu rge!'S show· on nage 46 of reference 2, that t\\e 
vorticity 4 on the wing is 
v v 12.rrd'f te-1:. d r 
0 = - TTSIM9 0 c;(X co 2. stnT L + 2.'TTCfSin8 
In oarticular this-i..s equation (9.20) in the above reference. In section 
II -1 are e;iven the .follovring formulae: 
V d!f lAT-::: dX 
and 
Substituting these in the expression for { , gives 
rrcsine 
where u.r is the dovmwash, and C is the chord of the l7ini; . 
The integration must be carried out with respect to "t' fr an. O 
to 27T . It is more convenient to i ntegrate fran 0 to rr rather t han 
0 to 2.1T . To do this the integral is s plit in the follcr«;ing: manner; 
thus 
I · · 9-T · 0-T 2 [1" lo ] r o= - rrstne 0 u.r sin Tcot 2 dr + _.;:s1nTCot-rdT + TTC5ine 
In the second integral of the above expression,let 1: = -T' then "t"'=O 
v1hen 7:::. o , and T:/ = n when -r- = - Tr • :3 ubsti t uting 
l o . e-rd 7Turs1nrcotT T 
i rr I = - 0 u.r sin T' cot s~r clr' 
Both integrals are no1:r to the same lL!!.its; hence the pri.'!le s can be d ro?ped 
and the expression for ( can na<:J be c'\'"ri tten as 
r;LltT r J..J... - l.;L/l::;rc- 1 vv 
TTcsine 
The above can be further simpli f i ed f or it can be shc;m by means of the 
trigonanetric identities that 
cot~ - ~ote+T 2 2 
hence 
2. sinT 
cose -cosT 
(1 D) 
c -
To obtain integral (1. 7) section III - 1, let .X = 2 cos a Yrhich 
re lation is taken fro:n page 35 fo:r-i.iula (6.4) of von Yann.an and Burgers' 
work, here given a s reference 2, then equation (1 .5 ) section III -1 becanes 
" 82= ~1 (cosesinede 
su~ isti tute e.xpressi on (1 D) for '( then 
B,=- ~·rr rrs~ne ("c;;:i_::;;,"'°s-r: dr + rr~~ne]cosssineds 
o Jo 
The above can be Vll" i tten a.s 
B =- cz..1-rr["tArsin~rc~se dedr + c2rrr1::osede 2 2rr cose -cosr 
0 0 ' 0 
If the order of integration be reversed in t he f i rst integral the integration 
,-Ii th ' respect to e can be ma.de at once; thus 
I ."w.sin2.r cose de _ ·n 2 jrr cosede cose- cos-r -- ursi 'L cose- cos-r 0 0 
This integral is one for.n of a more general type , ':.-hi ch is vrorl:ed 
out in detail b y von K:fr:nan and ;3urgers • in re : erence 2. on page:; 173 and 174 
and is there ~iven as 
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Appe11dix D 
I.,, cos n 'f ' d'f' _ 0 C05 't''...,... C. 05 '+' rr sin ntt sin lY ( 2 D) 
Here 'f'' corresp onds to 0 , lp corresponds to T , and n =- I in the 
expression for ES2 ; hence by formule (2 D) 
("ursin2'T:' cose cle = u.r s·n2-r["""'}· L cos e-cosT ' "' 0 . 
The second integral occurring; in B,, as given above is zero , so t hat it 
beoaaes 
(3 D) 
In order to transform integral ( 1.10) of section III- 1 to that 
given by expression (1.11 ) , use the relation ><=%cos e . and formula (1 D) 
V!ith these, it beccrnes 
(i _1 · Jrrf 2 Irr ws1nz.'T cl 2r ] C3 • _, '-~ rxz..V1.X = t> t rrsine o COS$-Cos 'T:" 'C + TTC Sine B cosae 51n e a9 
z. . 
For the first integral of the right member the order of integration is a gain 
reversed , and since cos,,e = ~ + ~COS '2~ , the integral can be v:ritten a.s 
£ TT 1T Tt' l 2 2 d. c3[ . j 1+ co:s2e -' cf c'2.r[ ( d OX X::. BTT' UTSlnT C0~ 9 -COS't" ae T + Sfr l+COSZ9) S 
-i 0 0 0 
In the f irst integral the part concerning & ca.~ be expresse d as 
follows; thus 
!~ 1~ ~e l~ 1 +cos 2e d 0t cos 2e de cose-cosr e = 0 cose-cosT + 0 cose -cosT 0 
//ART 11-r'AGE TCJi:::. 
Canparing this Yri th integral (2 D) it is clear, that for tlie first integral 
of t he ri g;ht menher n = 0 , and for the second n::. 2 ; hence 
17'" 1+cos2~ cle = 0 + TT sin zc: cose- cos -r srnr 0 
Integral (L 10) section III-1 nO':r beca:nes 
i f ~(TT ., ox 2 dx = ~ j v.rs1n Tsfn 2T c/rr: + 
-z 0 
and since Sin 2T::: 2 sin T COS L" it can be i.·rri tten e.s 
j t 3l-rr r E. a X 2 dx = ~ 
0 
u.r .sin 2 T cosrd-r + c~ 
2 
(4 D) 
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Appendix E 
I ntegrals Occurring in Lift and L~anent Equations 
TI1e i ntegral of expression (2. 1 5) section III - 2, is transfor~ed 
by the same substitution as is used in appendix C, viz . • 
5= ~ (~-1) 
Applying this subst i tuti on t o tho above men t i oned integral , gives 
To integrate the ab ov e , c onsider i ntegral (C 9) of appendix C. 
This integral is 
Joo[ ~ J _ i:c ~ , f <;2.-,. -1 e d~ 
Integrate once by parts as fo l lows. 
If f tAdv = uv - f v-du i s the parts f ormula. 
- i~c. t; 
cJ ?r .;; [ V ~ -:__ I ' -1]d~ let u:.e .,_ and 
L C. S 
then du= - i~C. e-r dr; and ;-y-= V-t;,.- I I - <; 
Fran. this it follcwrn tha t 
The value of the first term of the rie;ht meinber in the above exnression is 
i.J..c. 
obviously - e-~Then ~:::.. I but -;;hen ~ =oo i·!;s value is not obvious. In { i;z.-1' 
factor out a ~ ; thus 
~AAT.1l -f-'A<3E 10.._, 
The rad ical on the rit;ht side has an expansion a!Jout th€ point at infinity · 
which is 
'(T / 1 f - ;a. = I 
F ron this it foll<:F;"TS that 
-
-
It is noilr apparent that 
I 
~~ 
......... 
LIMIT (- - 1- - - 1-3 - •. ·) 
c;-o0 z.i;- es 
0 
is 
,-5 i;et; 
The other factor in the above expression c::; 
the absolute value of t~1is factor reraains finite as ~ tends to infinity. 
a s a matter of fa.ct 
for -all real values of ~ • It can nov1 be concluded, that 
· iAc r; 
L.IM!T ( V ~,_-J' - i;) GJ--y- = 0 
i;-oo 
The above integral can now be i.!lritten 2. S 
On transposing and d i vidi nG by i Ac. • t he above b e canes z 
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Apuendix E 
Substituting for the integral in the right member. its va l ue is given by 
expression (C 9) of appendix c, the above expression gives t he foll 011i nc 
result: 
(E 2 ) 
F ran t his integral (E 1) can be written as 
[00[~$ +1-({¥ + 1t-1] e~"~d5-=- /A - t..~C 
0 ·~ £.AC 
+.JI e ~ H CZ) IM) 
2. l'A ' ("a (E 3) 
For the integral occurring in expression. (2. 28 ) , the s ame s ubst i tuti on 
will be u s ed as in the preceding paragr aphs . i.e. • 
s-=- ~ (~-1) 
and 
r;i th thi s , the foll0ivi 11g can be writ ten 
To begin . an integration by narts wil l be performed. Using the 
parts fonnula J u.dv== u:ir-f vd IA let 
The integral of' the right hand side of the above expression be comes, if t he 
prefactor is anitted . j[ s·- -i -s vs·-1 '] E?-'~c~ a~ 
i Ac. c; 
= frr;2- ~-'<;/<;·-,Jr- 2f~-; JI'° 
The t,<V' term of the par ts formula ';'rill be dis cussed first. I t wi ll 
be shm:m that the first bracketed term is zero . i.e. • 
LIMIT ( ~2. - ~ - "<;{~,_-I,) = 0 
~-0/0 
To shew thi s , follow the method 7Ihich ':ras used in the case of inte gral (E 1 ), 
;iven in the ?receding paragraphs. As was shown 
v' , • r 
1 / 
I - c:;i?. = I - zt;z. - 8 t;" - ..• 
The abov-e expression can be ..,·rritt~ as 
I 
( ~'- ~ - t;Vt;7.-1) _, - .. ·) s~· 
= e;7. - ~ - t;2. + ~ + 8~' + ••• 
hence 
I 
8t;2 + ... 
LIMIT r~z.- ~ -t;{-~2-1·•) ~-oo / LIM.tT( 8 I z. + • • ·) = 0 ~-oo t;' 
Also in the preceding discussion it vra.s shmvn that 
I -iAc. r: I e 2 -=. I 
for all real 5' Fro:n this it fol l ows that 
In the above cx9ression at the lo,:rer l imit , i.e. for ~= I, the value becomes 
C1' e 
e---z-
i J.. c 
(ES) 
subtracting one :i '' the numerator of the second tern; thus 
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This latter expression can be separated i nto t\v-o integrals both of whi h 
converge. Further. both of the resulting; integrals have been evabated. 
The firs t integral is given as (B 2) of this appendix , and the second ~y 
( C 7) a-rpendix C. s u :1sti tuting (E 2) and ( C 7 ) , the abov e in!:egra.l beccmes 
4 rr H (2.)(.i. <=J. _!I_ • /-1 ('l.) (}. c.J 
)._"-C- 1 2. -t- iJ..C LI lo z. 
(E 6) 
\ 
Substitutinc this result ir. integral (E 4) it becant:s 
I 
- 2t). 
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(E 7) 
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